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Weed control a universal concern
Whether the problem is how to
control weeds in
the pasture, lawn
or field, weed
control questions
make up a significant percentage of
the clientele calls the
extension staff receive
each year. When we receive
these calls, extension staff use
an integrated pest management
approach to weed control;
recommending cultural, mechanical and chemical control
measures as appropriate to the
situation and in keeping with
what the client is able to do,
given the time and equipment
available.
Our goal is to recommend
the control measures that will be
least harmful to the environment
and off-target plants. When
chemicals are recommended, we
try to recommend herbicides

and procedures that minimize
risk of off-target injury. We also
try to inform the caller of the
weed growth stages and environmental conditions that will
optimize the effectiveness of the
treatment.
Proper identification of the
weed species is essential before
making a recommendation.
Clientele may bring samples to
the extension office for identification, if uncertain. Clientele
with access to the internet may
find it more convenient to get
their information from the web.
Lancaster County Extension’s
Nebraska Production Agriculture
web site has links to two sites
which contain color images of
weeds. The link to Rutgers
University page has images of
over 100 common weeds along
with a brief description. The
Nebraska Noxious Weeds link
takes the user to the Lancaster
County Noxious Weed Authority

page which shows color images
of all the Nebraska noxious
weeds along with a description.
Both sites allow the user to click
on the image to load a larger
version for better visibility. To
directly access the weeds web
page point your browser to:
http://www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/ag/crops/weeds.htm.
Another concern that comes
up from time to time concerns
identification of poisonous
plants. Which plants are poisonous to humans or animals and
how can they be identified?
Once again, the best sources of
information can be found on
Lancaster County Extension’s
Nebraska Production Agriculture
web pages. On the same page as
the weed images discussed
above, there are links to databases originating at Rutgers
University, Cornell University,
the University of Illinois, the
University of Pennsylvania, and

In this issue...
a site
produced
by Research Branch
- Agriculture
and Agri-Food
Canada. The first three databases
contain color images of each
toxic plant species along with
information about the type of
toxin present and species of
animal affected. The other two
sites don’t have images but have
more extensive information
about plant poisoning.
In this issue of the NEBLINE,
you will find a special section
supplied by Russ Shultz, manager of the Lancaster County
Noxious Weed Control Authority. In this section, you will find
articles on controlling problem
weeds, a history of acres infested
with noxious weeds in the
county, a noxious weed identification quiz and other articles on
weeds and weed control. (TD)
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National Agricultural Day-March 20
Each year,
during
National
Agriculture
Day, we
encourage the
celebration of
the crucial
role agriculture plays in the
daily lives of people around the
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world. National Agriculture Day
is a vehicle to raise awareness of
the positive contribution agriculture makes in providing the
necessary food and fiber of
everyday life.
Whether you produce the
food and fiber, or just consume
them, you can take pride in
American agriculture. It’s an

industry that’s meeting the needs
of consumers around the world,
now and in the future.
Each American farmer is
still the picture of efficiency,
producing enough food to feed
129 people every day. As a
result, agriculture is America’s
#1 export which is a key contributor to our balance of trade.

Family Living
—page 7

What’s more, American agriculture is producing higher quality
food and fiber while being good
stewards of the environment.
Take some time on March 20th to
think about what American
agriculture is doing for your
tomorrows. (WS)
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must know the three-digit
number of the message they
want to access. A brochure is
available at the extension office
which lists the topics and their
corresponding numbers.
Finally, the extension staff
have created an extensive set of
web pages. Clientele can access
information 24 hours a day on
nearly any topic desired. The
journey starts at the Lancaster
County front page at: http://
www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/lanco/. At
this page, one may select one of
seven major subject matter
categories:
4-H and Youth, Family
Living, Ag/Acreage, Horticulture, Nutrition and Food Safety,
Environment and Natural
Resources, and the electronic
version of the NEBLINE Newsletter.
Since agriculture is featured
in this issue of the NEBLINE
newsletter, I will discuss some of
the information available on the
Ag/Acreage pages. The Ag/
Acreage site consists of a front
page which contains links to
general program areas and

information as well as links to
other related sites such as UNL,
IANR, and several popular web
search engines. Two major
subject matter links are also on
this page. One is a link to the
Nebraska Production Agriculture
pages and the other is a link to
the Acreage Insights pages.
The Nebraska Production
Agriculture pages are divided
into weather, markets, crops and
livestock subject matter pages.
There are literally hundreds of
links to research-based publications, databases and other
information contained within the
Nebraska Production Agriculture
framework. Naturally, nearly
every University of Nebraska
Extension publication pertaining
to a given subject is linked
(provided an electronic version
of the publication exists)
however, the links are not
necessarily restricted to the
University of Nebraska. Many
topics will have links to several
land-grant universities and other
reputable sources of informacontinued on page 15
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control. Another example of an
extension circular would be the
crop variety test result books
which present the variety test
results from field trials across the
state.
NebGuides and NebFacts are
free if picked up singly whereas
many of the extension circulars
have a nominal cost to cover the
expense of printing. The extension office stocks nearly the
entire complement of printed
publications or can receive them
in a few days from the University if a request is made for an
item that is not stocked.
Besides the printed publications, two additional information
dissemination systems are
supported by the staff of the
Lancaster County Extension
Office. One is a system called
Nufacts which is an information
retrieval system using an electronic switchboard system.
People with questions can call
the Nufacts system using a
touch-tone telephone and choose
to listen to a voice message or
choose to have the message faxed
to them in print form. People

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

The extension office functions as
the front door to the University
of Nebraska, providing a link
between the resources of the
University and the people of
Nebraska. We have a three-fold
mission: to educate, to provide
research-based information, and
to use the resources of the
University to help people solve
problems. This article will focus
on our role of providing research-based information.
Many residents have become
aware of the printed publications
that can be obtained at the
extension office. These come in
three general categories:
NebGuides – addressing a single
topic, limited to four pages or
less. NebFacts – addressing a
single topic, usually limited to
two pages and photocopied on
demand at the local extension
office. Extension circulars –
generally more than four pages,
covering broader topics. An
example of an extension circular
is the Herbicide Guide which is
updated annually and contains
nearly 100 pages of information
about herbicides and weed

Lancaster County 4-H Council
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road
Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507

Accessing extension information
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One garden, many
Horticulture uses

Easter lily
care

All America Selection
winners for 1999
Twelve new garden plants have been awarded the
prestigious honor of being an All America Selection
(AAS) for 1999. These new cultivars have been
judged as superior in their class based on their performance in test
gardens all over the country.

Flowers
Begonia F1 Hybrid ‘Pinup Flame’
The first begonia to earn the AAS
Award, ‘Pin-up Flame’ is an unique
yellow flower with orange petal edge.
The single bloom can be 2 to 4
inches. This tuberous rooted begonia
prefers shade and will attain a height
of only 10 to 12 inches. Plant it in
the front of your garden bed for
maximum visibility.
Marigold ‘Bonanza Bolero’ Begonia F1 Hybrid 'Pinup Flame'
‘Bonanza Bolero’ is an improved dwarf french marigold
distinct because of its irregular gold and red bicolor pattern. The
large 2 ¼ inches double flowers are
primarily gold with red petal tips.
Plants will attain a height 8 to 12
inches and spread 12 to 24 inches
when given adequate moisture and
nutrients.
Osteospermum ‘Passion Mix’
The most
attractive
feature is
the single,
Marigold 'Bonanza Bolero'
daisy-like
flowers with azure blue centers. Flowers
are pink, rose, purple or pure white. The
branching plants will reach 12 inches and
Osteospermum
are relatively pest free. Grow this plant in
'Passion Mix'
full sun. Once plants are
established,’Passion Mix’ is drought tolerant.
Portulaca F1 Hybrid ‘Sundial Peach’
This is the first portulaca to win an AAS
Award. The unique, glowing peach color is
unmatched and the flower size is improved to
two inches. ‘Sundial Peach’ flowers resist
closing and so provide more garden color. The
small plant spreads 8 to 12
Portulaca F1
Hybrid 'Sundial Peach' inches and is recommended
for containers.
Tritoma ‘Flamenco’
This perennial, Kniphofia uvaria, also
called Red-Hot-Poker, offers gardeners the
advantage of each plant flowering the first year.
The flowers are tubular and layered on a spike.
The flowers are creamy white, orange, yellow
or red. The spikes are excellent cut flowers with
stems up to 30 inches. Mature plants can reach
36 inches and thrive in well drained soil. This Tritoma 'Flamenco'
perennial is recommended for zones
5 to 9.
Verbena ‘Quartz Burgundy’
A deep wine red color with a
small white eye is a new feature of
this verbena. Flowering will
continue throughout the growing
season. Mature plants can be six to
eight inches tall and spread about 15
inches. This plant is a full sun
Verbena 'Quartz Burgundy'
annual
and will perform best with adequate
moisture and nutrients.
Zinnia ‘Profusion Cherry’
This 1999 Gold Medal Winner has
two-inch single red blooms. This
zinnia is disease and heat tolerant. Free
flowering all
summer,
plants
Zinnia 'Profusion Cherry'
will
grow about 12 to18 inches tall in full
sun.
Zinnia ‘Profusion Orange’
This 1999 Gold Medal Winner has
bright orange flowers. It is disease
Zinnia 'Profusion Orange'
and heat tolerant. This zinnia will
bloom all summer and no deadheading is needed.

Many people plan their gardens
as if flowers and vegetables
could not coexist in the same
soil. Others know that a multipurpose garden that mixes
flowers, vegetables, herbs and
ornamentals can help save space,
improve the appearance of the
home grounds and be a reproductive source of cut flowers,
herbs for many uses and fresh
produce.
Some people believe that
planting certain crops together
aids in controlling some insect
pests or somehow benefits the
plants in other ways. Lists of
plants that grow well together
are readily available though
there’s been very little research
to investigate such relationships.
Try out combinations that look

promising. Even if they don’t
keep the garden insect-free,
they’ll add different colors and
textures to the garden.
If gardening space is
limited, mixing the various types
of plants is one way to make
maximum use of available space.
Seeds of annual flowers could be
planted around early maturing
vegetables, seeds or transplants
of warm-season vegetables and
annual flowers could be planted
among spring flowering bulbs. A
wide, sunny flower bed could
have a border of strawberries
flanked by a mass of zinnias
backed by pepper plants, caged
tomatoes, pole beans and
sunflowers. The combinations
are endless. (DJ)

If you have an
Easter lily, you
can save the
bulb and plant it
outdoors.
Spring flowering bulbs that
are forced, such
as tulips,
narcissus and
hyacinths, are often discarded
after flowering. Easter lilies can
be replanted after the blooms are
gone.
The most successful place to
plant an Easter lily and get it to
bloom again is outdoors. You
can plant the Easter lily outdoors
after the danger of frost is past.
Select a sunny site with well
drained soil. Set the top of the
bulb six inches below the soil
surface. Do not remove the
flower stalk until it dries, then
cut it off at the soil surface. The
lily will likely rebloom the first
year in late summer and thereafter in early summer. After the
soil surface freezes in the fall,
mulch the soil and do not
remove the mulch until new
growth begins in the spring.
(MJM)

1999 March/April Garden Calendar
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

3 Start perennial
flower seeds
indoors

4 Put up bird
houses

5 Prune
grape vines

6

1 Order
seeds

2 Prune fruit
tree

7

8 Start a
garden journal

9 Prune
10 Prune
deciduous trees deciduous trees,
non-spring
flowering schrubs

11 Make a
garden plan

12

13

14

15

16

17 Service lawn
mower & garden
equipment

18

19

20

21

22 Start seeds
indoors for
transplants

23

24

25 Watch for
spring bulb
growth

26

27

28

29

30

31 Inventory
garden tools and
supplies

1 Turn
compost pile

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 Plant cool
9
season
vegetable
seeds outside

11

12 Power rake or 13
aerify bluegrass

14 Apply fungicide 15
to pines for tip
blight

18

19 Fertilize
bluegrass

20 Fertilize tall
fescue

21 Apply
preemergence

22 Apply
23
fungicide to
crabapples for
cedar apple
rust and scab

25

26

27

28

29

16

10

17

24 Spring
Affair
State Fair
Park

30 Arbor
Day

Many of us need reminders. That is the purpose of this calendar. Check the calendar each month and
follow the recommendations if they are necessary in your landscape situation. (MJM)

Cover or uncover?

Due to the nature of our climate, it is as difficult to decide
on when to mulch a crop as it is
to decide on when to remove the
cover.
If the cover is left on too
long, the new growth is spindly
yellow and readily damaged
when the mulch is removed.
Further, if successfully removed, this soft new growth is
readily desiccated by early cold
continued on page 15 spring winds. Uncovering

strawberries too soon results in
early flowering. These flowers
are often killed by late spring
frosts.
Thus, ideally, uncover plants
as soon as new growth is
indicated. However, be prepared
to cover the crop (strawberries,
roses) when low temperatures
are predicted. The temperature
which will cause injury, will
depend on the stage of growth:
strawberry plants in early spring

can tolerate 20 to 25 degrees F,
whereas flower buds are killed at
32 degrees F.
One further note: more roses
are killed by spring cold than by
low temperatures in the fall.
(DJ)
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Build a nest box
to attract birds
Barb Ogg
Extension Educator
In springtime in Nebraska some
birds, like robins, build an open
nest, but others prefer nesting in
cavities of decayed trees or
stumps. Cavity-dwelling birds,
like woodpeckers, chickadees,
house wrens and bluebirds, will
substitute a nest box for a tree
cavity. Natural nest sites disappear as weakened or dying trees
are removed from our landscape.
Depending on other attributes in
your landscape, providing an
appropriately sized nest box may
help attract some bird species to
your yard.
Although elaborate designs
for boxes are available, you can
successfully attract birds by
building an inexpensive, simple,
six-sided box. Whatever the
design or material used, the
boxes must be strong, weatherproof and securely fastened.
Single-compartment nest
boxes are the easiest to build and
the most frequently used by
birds. When you are building the
box, be sure to allow easy access
for cleaning and occasional
observations. You can use the
same basic box design for all
species (see the diagram). Table
1 gives the proper dimensions
and hole sizes that are
appropriate for different
species.
There is no need to
put nesting material into
the box in the spring
because lining the box is
often part of each species’
mating ritual. For some
birds (woodpecker, owl,
chickadee and duck families), a layer of wood chips or
shavings (not sawdust) about
one-inch deep may be placed in
the bottom of the box.
Drainage and ventilation are
important features of a nest box.

Drill a few small holes just
below the roof overhang and in
the floor of the box near the
walls.
You can suspend the box
from a tree, mount it on a pole,
or attach it to a building three
feet below the roof. Find a
location that is protected from
the sun for part of the day and
turn the entrance away from the
usual direction of wind and rain.
Protect your boxes from
predators. The most common
predators are squirrels, raccoons
and cats—all of which are
excellent climbers. Do not place
a platform or perch below the
entrance hole of the nest box
because these structures provide
a support for animals raiding the
nest. Place nest boxes on poles at
least 15 feet away from trees and
shrubs to stop squirrels from
jumping onto the roof of the
box. To prevent raccoons from
raiding wood duck boxes, make
the entrance hole oval in shape
and erect the pole in water near
the shore. Protect boxes that are
placed on poles with a predator
guard, such as a large inverted
cone or a 60 cm strip of metal
wrapped around the pole. A
large clean plastic bottle (e.g. a
bleach container) with the
bottom cut out and nailed to the
pole at the neck would
also work.
Parasites, like lice
and mites, are common
in most nests, and their
numbers increase as
the season progresses.
Young birds usually
leave the nest before
parasites become a
major problem. If
weather and food
conditions allow the adult pair to
start a second clutch, and the
eggs are laid in a box already
infested with parasites, the
young may not survive. Providing a second box approximately

Environmental
Focus
Table 1. Dimensions for nest boxes for some species of birds found in Nebraska
Species

Entrance
hole
diameter
(inch)

Width of
floor
panels
(inch)

Height of
wall
panels
(inch)

Minimum
height
above
ground (feet)

On pole
or tree
near
shrubs

On pole
or tree
in open
areas

House Wren

1

4x4

6

5½

yes

-

Chickadee
Nuthatch

1¼
1¼

4x4
4x4

5
5

5½
5½

yes
yes

-

Downy Woodpecker
Eastern Bluebird

1¼
1½

4x4
5¼

5
10

5½
6½

yes
-

yes

House Sparrow
Starling

1½
2

5¼
5x5

10
12½

6½
9

-

yes
yes

Common Flicker
Screech Owl

2½
3

6x6
8x8

15
17

9
14

-

yes
yes

American Kestral
Wood Duck

3
3x4 oval

8x8
10x10

17
20

14
7

yes

yes
yes

Table 2. Information on nesting
Species
in a clutch

Number of
eggs (days)

Incubation period

Age when the young
leave the nest (days)

House Wren

6-8

13

12-18

Chickadee
Nuthatch

6-8
5-9

12
12

16
18

Downy Woodpecker
Eastern Bluebird

3-5
2-3

12
12

24
15-18

House Sparrow
Starling

10
10

14
12-14

12-14
16-18

Common Flicker
Screech Owl

5
2-3

14-16
26

25-28
24-26

American Kestral
Wood Duck

2-3
10-15

28
29

24-26
1-2

15-20 feet away will give the
birds an alternative nesting site
that is free from parasites. Leave
the second box closed until
about two weeks after the first
eggs have hatched. You can help
control parasites by sprinkling
diatomaceous earth in the nest
box. This nontoxic substance
scratches the outer covering of
many parasites, causing them to
die of dehydration. It is completely harmless to other life

What makes the water
cycle polluted?
Human and animal wastes are
one source of pollution but a far
more serious threat comes from
the dumping of chemical wastes
into water by some factories.
Even a small amount of these
poisonous chemicals can kill
plants and animals that live in or
around the water and make the
water unsafe for humans to use.
If we use a fertilizer and/or
a pesticide, rain washes either or
both into streams and rivers
which also may affect our
groundwater. Fertilizers contain
nutrients that make plants and

grasses grow more quickly but
once these nutrients reach the
ponds and streams, they overfeed water. This causes algae to
grow on the water’s surface. The
build-up of algae prevents
oxygen from reaching creatures
and they suffocate. Furthermore,
fertilizers and pesticides may
seep into the groundwater to
make our drinking water
polluted.
We produce chemical wastes
in our homes, too. Every time
we flush away chemicals after
cleaning, we send polluted water

continued on page 16

possible, preferably when the
adults are away feeding. If any
nestlings have died, it is best to
remove them. Sometimes
predators will follow a human’s
trail to find eggs and young in
nest boxes. If you are worried
about predators, postpone your
inspection until after the nesting
season. At the end of the nesting
season, remove the nesting
materials from the interior of the
nest box.
continued on page 15

earth wellness
festival
Thursday, March 25
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Southeast Community College-Lincoln
8800 O Street
“Educating future stewards of the earth” (ALH)

Make your own
water filter

Here’s one way to clean muddy
water. Warning: Don’t drink the
filtered water. It may still
contain bacteria.
others for wintering and still
• Half the original 221 million
You’ll need:
acres of wetlands in the lower 48 others for short periods to refuel
paper coffee filter
states have been destroyed and
or mate on the way to northern
funnel
an estimated 290,000 acres
nesting grounds.
charcoal or fine gravel
• About one-half to two-thirds of
continue to be lost each year.
sand
America’s wild ducks hatch in
• Migratory birds use different
muddy water
the prairie pothole wetlands of
types of wetlands for specific
container
habitat and nutritional needs
North Dakota, South Dakota,
1. Place the coffee filter in
during their migrations. Some
Minnesota and Iowa.
the funnel.
birds prefer swamps and others
• Wetlands support a multi2. Put a layer of crushed
like potholes, for example.
continued on page 15 charcoal or gravel in the bottom
Some stop in wetlands to nest,

Wetland factoids
• Wetlands act as purifiers,
cleaning the water before it
exits. Wetlands do this be
removing, retaining and transforming nutrients, processing
wastes and trapping sediment.
• In the 10 years from 1982 to
1992, national wetland losses
occurred at the higher rate in the
East and Southeast than they did
in the Midwest and West—
primarily due to development.

into the sewer system. Stores,
restaurants and hospitals also
may flush chemicals down the
sewer. This waste water might
contain bleaches and detergents.
Although sewer water is
filtered and cleaned, it is more
economical and safer for us to
be more aware of ways to reduce
water pollution.
What can we do? Here are a
few suggestions:
1. Check the labels on
detergents. Use ones that are

forms.
Maintenance
Occasional and careful
inspection of the box during the
nesting season will enable you to
check on the progress of the
babies. Do not inspect the box
during the first five days of
incubation as the adults are
susceptible to disturbances
during this period and may
abandon the nest. Carry out
inspections, as quickly as

of the funnel. Make another layer
of sand above it.
3. Pour the muddy water
through your filter into the
container. What happens to the
water? Is it clearer?
In many water treatment
plants, dirty water is first
allowed to settle in a large basin
and then is filtered through
layers of sand and gravel. This
filtering method copies nature–
rainwater seeping through the
ground gets cleaned the same
way. (ALH)
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Farm Views

Watch for chinch bugs
in ‘99
Last fall, Z. B. Mayo, UNL extension entomologist, conducted a
survey of over-wintering chinch bugs in bunch grasses in southeast
Nebraska. Most of the samples from traditional chinch bug problem
areas were low, but one location in Saline County averaged over
1300 chinch bugs per ft2 suggesting that farmers should be on the
lookout for chinch bugs in 1999. The following table gives a
summary of the survey results.
Since the last chinch bug outbreak in the early 1990’s, the
amount of acreage planted to wheat and sorghum in southeast
Nebraska has declined. To some extent, these changes in cropping
patterns may be helping to keep chinch bug populations in check.
However, farmers who have wheat and are planning to plant
sorghum may want to leave their options open as long as possible to
allow changes in their cropping plan. Farmers should inspect wheat
fields in the spring for the presence of chinch bugs. Wheat that is
thin or fields that have significant volunteer wheat from last year
are most likely to be problem fields. If significant levels of chinch
bugs are found, consider planting a non-host crop, like soybeans, in
adjacent fields.
It is important to note that this survey was taken with only a
few samples and care must be taken not to over interpret this data.
Data courtesy Z. B. Mayo, Department of Entomology, UNL.
(BPO)
County

Location #1 Location #2 Location #3 Average
bugs/ft2
bugs/ft2
bugs/ft2
bugs/ft2

Gage
Jefferson
Lancaster
Pawnee
Saline
Saunders

42.3
14.0
12.0
0
153.3
0

23.7
15.6
—
0
1372.0
10.6

171.0
—
—
—
—
—

79.0
14.8
12.0
0
762.8
5.3

Cut down on tillage
with no-till or ridgetill
As producers think about another
season of crop production, they
should ask themselves whether
they should go no-till or ridgetill instead of conventional
tillage. In Nebraska, soil moisture conservation and erosion
control is a concern. Tilling the
ground opens the soil up and
dries it out, which may interfere
with crop germination. Last fall,
subsoil moisture levels weren’t
replenished as much as usual,
which also could cause a problem. Surface residue can help
protect what soil moisture is
available. Not tilling the ground
is favorable to keep this reside in
place.
For the last 20 years,
whether to no-till or ridge-till
has been a farming issue. An
estimated 10 percent of Nebraska
farmers ridge-till, while 15 to 20
percent use no-till. The rest use
conventional tillage methods.
Tilling the ground first makes
planting time longer because it
takes more time to prepare the
soil. With no-till or ridge-till,
tillage doesn’t have to be done,
making planting go faster.
No-till and ridge-till also
offers better machinery management, especially when combined
with crop rotation. A no-till
producer can farm two to three
times the number of acres
because it takes less time. No-till

takes less power to pull equipment, is a soil saver and is a
cost-efficient way to plant.
With no-tilling or ridgetilling, a farmer doesn’t have to
invest in as much tillage equipment and people to do it.
Chemical use stays about the
same because a producer is not
letting tillage plant the weeds.
No-till keeps soil from being
disturbed, thus not aggravating
the weed problem.
The number one long-term
benefit is improved soil structure
resulting in better yields. Shortterm benefits are equipment
savings. With no-tilling or ridgetilling, less equipment is needed,
cutting money spent on equipment in half. Although different
equipment is needed, a producer
sells the tillage equipment and
has less to replace. Most planters
can be modified to ridge- or notill for little or no cost. The crop
rotation aspect allows the farmer
more acres with less equipment,
and equipment can be used for a
longer period of time.
For more information on
tillage system comparisons, see
NebGuide G91-1046 “Conservation Tillage and Planting Systems.”
SOURCE: Paul Jasa,
extension engineer, NU/IANR
(TD)

Questions about liming acid soils
1. I have a soil sample that
shows my pH is at 5.9 and my
buffer pH is 6.3. What do these
numbers mean?
Soil acidity can be thought
of as two types: active or soil
solution acidity and reserve or
exchangeable acidity. The active
acidity of a soil is measured
directly by a pH meter in the
lab. A pH of 7.0 is neutral.
Lower pH values are acidic and
higher pH values are basic. The
scale is logarithmic. That is to
say a pH of 6.0 is 10 times more
acidic than a pH of 7.0 and a pH
of 5.0 is 100 times more acidic
than a pH of 7.0.
Reserve acidity depends on
several factors, such as the
amount and type of clay, amount
of organic matter, and soluble
aluminum concentration in the
soil. Therefore, two soils can
have the same pH, but different
lime requirements. A chemical
test, using a buffer, is performed
in the laboratory to determine
the amount of calcium carbonate
equivalent (CCE) necessary to
raise the soil pH to a desired
level. This buffer solution reacts
with the soil to neutralize both
the active and reserve acidity.
The change in the pH of the
buffer can then be measured and
correlated to the amount of lime
needed per acre to obtain the
same result in the field. This is
reported on the soil test report as
buffer pH. A rule of thumb for
buffer pH values is for every 0.1
point below 7.0, it takes about
1,000 pounds of CCE to bring
the top 7 inches of soil up to a
measured pH value of 6.5. At a
buffer pH of 6.3, it will take
about 7,000 pounds of CCE per
acre.
2. Does liming really make
sense economically?
Nutrient availability is
affected by the pH of the soil in
two ways. Clay and organic
matter carry negative charges.
Positively-charged particles
(called cations) are attracted to
and held by, the negativelycharged sites on the clay and
organic matter particles until the
plant roots exchange a hydrogen
ion (H+ ) for the plant nutrient
which is then taken up into the
plant and used.
There are a finite number of
cation exchange sites in the soil.
This can be measured in the
laboratory and is reported on
some laboratory reports as the
cation exchange capacity (CEC)

of the soil. As the cation exchange sites get filled up with
hydrogen ions, fewer sites can be
occupied by the cations that are
needed for the metabolic processes in the plant. The essential
plant nutrients that are held as
cations in the soil include: NH4+,
K+, Mg2+, Ca 2+, Cu+, Cu 2+, Zn
2+
, Mn 2+, Fe2+ and Fe3+.
pH also affects the availability of the nutrients which are
present in the soil. A pH of 6.0
to 7.0 is ideal because in that
range most of the major plant
nutrients are most available for
use by plants. P, K, Ca, S, Mo,
and B are all more available to
plants in this range than at lower
pH values.
Conversely, at very low pH
values (below 5.2) aluminum
enters the exchangeable ion
complex. Aluminum is toxic to
plants and further depresses
yields if pH is allowed to get
this low.
Besides the effect that pH
has on the purely chemical
processes in the soil, pH also
affects the microbiological
processes as well. Bacteria in the
soil are more active between pH
6.0 and 7.0, thus mineralization
of organic matter is better
(increasing the availability of
nitrogen and other nutrients such
as phosphorus, sulfur and other
nutrients). Also, the bacteria
associated with nodulation and
nitrogen fixation by legumes
function better in the 6.0-7.0 pH
range.
It is, therefore, best to
maintain the soil pH at values
above 6.0. A pH of 6.5 is
considered ideal. However,
because it is expensive to apply
lime and because it takes several
years for the lime to fully react
in the soil, liming should be
considered an eight-year investment. Remember, also, that the
same things that made the soil
acidic in the first place are going
to continue to occur, requiring
periodic applications of lime in
the future.
3. Could I wait another year
or two to apply lime, given low
commodity prices and perhaps
tight finances?
Yes. This soil pH tested 5.9.
This is below the ideal range but
probably not low enough to have
much affect on yield in most
years. However, the pH of this
soil is at the point where nutrient
availability is beginning to
decline. Lower pH values will

reduce nutrient availability even
more and will have yield
consequences.
Remember, the longer one
waits, the more lime it will take
to correct the pH. Also, due to
the high cation exchange
capacity of your soil, the buffer
pH is already quite low, thus
requiring rather large amounts
of lime to correct the problem.
It would be good not to get
much further behind, because it
will be just that much more
expensive in the future.
4. Are there differences in
lime quality?
There are differences in
lime quality due to the chemistry and particle size distribution
of the product used. The ag lime
we get in eastern Nebraska is a
mixture of calcium carbonate
and magnesium carbonate plus
impurities. Both calcium
carbonate and magnesium
carbonate are effective in
neutralizing pH.
Limestone is not very
soluble, therefore needs to have
a small particle size to dissolve
into the soil solution quickly
enough to be considered effective. NebGuide G84-714
indicates that limestone held on
an eight-mesh screen (the size of
gravel) is less than 10% effective, whereas that passing an
eight-mesh screen and held on a
60-mesh screen (like course to
fine sand) is about 40% effective, and that passing through a
60-mesh screen (like gritty
flour) is 100% effective.
Lime is tested and the
neutralizing effectiveness is
expressed as calcium carbonate
equivalent (CCE). Most labs
will recommend lime requirement as pounds per acre of
CCE. Lime suppliers in Nebraska must register with the
State Department of Ag and the
minimum CCE value must be
specified. Most ag lime in
Nebraska runs between 60-65
percent CCE. Therefore, if a lab
recommends 3,000 pounds of
CCE to raise the pH to 6.5, and
a lime source having 60% CCE
is used, it would take: 3,000/
0.60 = 5,000 pounds of that
lime to meet the recommendation.
5. Could I apply less than
the recommended amount of
lime and still do some good?
University of Nebraska lime
continue on page 15

Introduction to precision
agriculture
March 19th 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Location:
Lancaster Extension Education Center
444 Cherrycreek Road
Precision Agriculture has grown in importance and
application as more agricultural producers become interested
in this technology. This one-day seminar will introduce
participants to the basics of this new and expanding field and
provide information for future decisions. Participants will
learn the principles of Precision Agriculture by both classroom instruction and hands-on examples. Topics include GPS technology, GIS technology,
yield monitors and interpretation of collected data.
Cost: $15–Includes coffee, rolls, lunch and a reference manual.
Preregistration is requested, 441-7180. (DS)
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The “Blue Baby” Syndrome
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) has set a maximum contaminant level of 10
parts-per-million (ppm) for
nitrate-nitrogen in public water
supplies. This level provides a
margin of safety regarding a
significant risk for human
health. EPA believes that water
containing nitrate-nitrogen at or
below this level is acceptable for
drinking every day over the
course of one’s lifetime and does
not pose any health concerns.
Nitrate is relatively nontoxic substance that occurs
naturally as part of the nitrogen
cycle. However, nitrate can be
converted readily by bacteria
into nitrite. This occurs in the
environment, in foods, and in
the human mouth and gastrointestinal tract. Once nitrogen

is converted into nitrate it can
have harmful health effects. For
example, high nitrates in
drinking water can cause
methemoglobinemia resulting
from the reaction of nitrites with
hemoglobin in red blood cells
affecting the ability of the blood
to carry sufficient oxygen to
individual cells of the body.
Until infants reach about six
months of age their digestive
system has a diminished capability to secrete gastric acid, thus
the pH level can rise to 5-7. At
this pH level bacteria proliferates increasing the transformation of nitrate to nitrites. Thus,
exposure to nitrate at levels in
excess of 10 ppm can result in
higher risk of methemoglobinemia. Methemoglobinemia, also
known as blue baby syndrome,

is characterized by a reduced
ability of the blood to carry
oxygen.
Most adults have the ability
to rapidly convert methemoglobin back to oxyhemoglobin so
that even with relatively high
levels of nitrate/nitrite intake the
red blood cells can still carry
enough oxygen to the body’s
cells.
If the condition is identified
early and is not life-threatening,
no treatment is needed other
than a change to drinking water
with less than 10 ppm nitratenitrogen. The methemoglobin
will be reduced spontaneously to
hemoglobin within two to three
days. For severely affected
infants treatment by a doctor is
recommended. (DJ)

How about that wood stove
Wood stoves are not good
sources of quick heat.
Compared with a gas stove
or furnace, a wood stove
requires a longer start-up
time. Even after a new fire
is established in a wood
stove, it requires an additional period to heat the
stove and accumulate a hot
bed of coals. This can be
coupled with the fact that
wood stoves are usually a
“point” source of heat. They
often aren’t connected to a
duct distribution system,
which is usually the case
with gas furnace systems.
Wood stoves are not an
efficient source of heat for
“taking the chill off” cool fall or
spring mornings.
Because wood stoves don’t
operate efficiently when the
draft (oxygen) is cut back (not
including stoves with catalytic
combustors), large stoves are
frequently self-defeating. For a
wood fire to burn efficiently and
cleanly, it must burn hot most of
the time. Many who buy wood
stoves think that a larger stove is
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better. This is not always the
case. Stoves burning with the
draft turned down are burning at
a greatly reduced efficiency –
about half the active (hot)
burning rate, and most creosote
is produced during the low or
cold burn stages.
Wood stoves aren’t designed
to “hold” a fire. Many people
want to “bank” their stoves at
night. They slow the fire to

smoldering so they can
conveniently open the draft
in the morning to begin
heating the house. A
banked stove gives little
heat and is not an effective
heat source.
Instead of banking a
stove at night, allow the
fire to die out after everyone in the house goes to
bed. In the morning, build
a new fire. If you need
heat for a short time, use
an auxiliary “quickresponse” source, such as a
natural-gas stove or
furnace.
A wood stove is most
efficient (efficient and safe)
when it is used in cold weather
(below 32 degrees and falling)
and for longer than one hour.
Remember, a wood stove is
really a cold-weather heat
source. There is nothing scientific about the above temperature
and time period. Those are
simply suggested levels.
Don’t use petroleum fuels to
start a fire in a wood stove. This
includes charcoal starters. (DJ)

Tractor Safety Course for youth ages 14-16 starts March 23.
Contact Lancaster County Extension Office for details.
441-7180

Acreage
Insights

Tractor safety tips
(part 3)
Tractors are one of the most
important pieces of equipment
on a farm, yet they are also
among
the most dangerous. More deaths
are caused by tractors than by
any other type of farm
accident. It is therefore imperative that tractor owners routinely
check their tractors and keep in
mind the following safety
guidelines:
Make sure you check all
fluid levels, fan belts, tire
pressures, and hydraulic lines,
and check for fluid leaks before
every use.
Be sure to have a slow
moving vehicle emblem in good
condition mounted on the rear of
the tractor. The tractor and
towed implements should also be
outfitted with the appropriate

reflectors and lights. These
things are a must, and will help
protect your from a rear end
collision.
Review safety procedures in
your manual regularly. Your
operator’s manual is the best
safety guide you have, so make
good use of it. Give yourself a
few days to get used to new
equipment, and study the manual
carefully.
Finally, no matter how
much they beg, never let your
small children ride with you on
the tractor. One recent 20-year
study of tractor fatalities found
that in accidents involving an
extra rider, 73 percent of the
deaths were children under the
age of 10. Don’t let your child
become a farm fatality statistic.
Say no to tractor rides. (DJ)

University of Nebraska
COOPERATIVE

EXTENSION

24 hours a day
7 days a week

Information Center

1-800-832-5441 or 441-7188 (Lincoln area)
To listen to a NUFACTS message, call the number above on a
touch-tone phone, then enter a three-digit number listed below.
Call 441-7180 to receive a brochure with all the message topics.

ACREAGE
666 Do You Need a Financial Planner?
668 Education and Certification to Look For
When Choosing a Financial Planner
486 Farm Safety for Children
491 Written Farm Leases
487 Pesticide Applicator Certification

...and more than 4oo additional topics.

Learn at your convenience
—24 hours a day, 7 days a week—
NUFACTS (audio) Information Center

Acreage Owner’s
Guide available
A guide for acreage owners entitled “A Place in the Country:
The Acreage Owner’s Guide” is available. The guide was
developed by a team of extension educators to answer many of
the commonly asked questions regarding buying and living on an
acreage. The booklet is divided into 12 color coded sections
covering a variety of topics ranging from “Assessing the Rural
Life” and “Knowing Your Responsibilities” to “Handling Waste Water,” “Controlling Pests” and
“Living with Wildlife”. It also includes a section on things you should know as a Nebraska
landowner and who you should contact for more information. If you would like a copy of the
guide, contact the Lancaster County Extension Office. Cost of the publication is $1.00 plus
postage. (DJ)

NUFACTS audio message center offers fast, convenient information. In the Lincoln area call 4417188; for the rest of Nebraska call 1-800-832-5441.
When directed, enter the 3-digit number of the
message you wish to hear.

Acreage & Small Farm Insights Web Site
Visit our Internet web site at: http//www.ianr.unl.
edu/ianr/dodge/acreage/index.htm to learn about
Extension programs, publications and links to other
acreage and small farm information.

"Part-time Farming" video
"Part-time Farming" will help develop your
country environment and improve your quality of
life. Just one hour of "Part-time Farming" provides
tips that will save you costly mistakes and precious
time. Call 402-441-7180 to order your copy.
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Table manners
Mary Abbott
Extension Assistant

2

3
Here are some rules that will make meals more pleasant.
• Wash your hands before coming to the table.
• Sit up straight.
• Ask for what you want, saying, “please.” Say “thank you”
when something is passed.
• Be sure to pass foods after you have taken some.
• Take reasonable portions and small bites.
• Never talk when you have food in your mouth.
• Don’t shout, sing or whistle at the table.
• Remain at the table until everyone is finished. (MB)

Alice Henneman, RD, LMNT, Extension Educator

Here’s a recipe from the American Dietetic Association and the
California Strawberry Commission (www.calstrawberry.com) for a
folate rich salad. See related NEBLINE article on “A Recipe for
Wellness: Folate-Rich Fruits & Vegetables.”
Strawberry Fruit Salad with Three Dressings
(Makes 4 servings)
8 cups lightly packed spinach leaves
1 pint basket strawberries, stemmed and halved
4 cups assorted melon chunks
1 1/2 cups orange and grapefruit segments
Orange-mint, strawberry-ginger or balsamic-pepper dressing
Line platter or 4 individual plates with spinach. Top with fruits,
dividing equally. Serve with your choice of dressing on the side.

1

Across
3. You should do this before eating.
5. Don’t do this at the table.
6. The fork goes on this side of the plate.
Down
1. Say this if you need food passed to you.
2. Say this when something is passed to you.
4. Knife and spoon are set on this side of the plate.
5. Take these kind of bites.
7. Never talk with this in your mouth.

4

5

6

7

Table Manner Amswers
1-Please
2-Thank you
3-Wash
4-Right
5-shout (Across)
5-Small (Down)
6--Left
7-Food

Food &
Fitness

Join the Clean Hands Campaign
Have fun using “glo-germ” to teach handwashing to youth and adults. Receive handouts for
your group and a supplementary copy of reproduction ready handwashing activities.
Limitations: Can be used with any number. Call to schedule a time to checkout the Clean
Hands Kit and receive your materials. Kit must be checked out and returned within the same
week. Available on a first come, first served, basis.
Length: This activity takes about 20 minutes, depending on the size and age of your group.
Cost: No charge. (AH)

Orange-Mint Dressing:
In bowl, whisk 1 8-ounce container plain nonfat yogurt, 3
tablespoons thawed orange juice concentrate and 1 teaspoon sugar.
Mix in 3 tablespoons chopped mint. Serve immediately, or cover
and refrigerate up to 2 days. Makes about 1 cup.
Strawberry-Ginger Dressing:
In blender or food processor, purée 1 1/2 cups strawberries;
transfer to bowl. Mix in 1 1/2 to 2 tablespoons honey, 1 1/2 tablespoons lime juice, 2 teaspoons grated fresh ginger and a pinch of
salt. Use immediately, or cover and refrigerate up to 2 days. Makes
about 1 cup.
Balsamic-Pepper Dressing:
®
In bowl, whisk 1 8-ounce container nonfat strawberry yogurt, 1 March is the American Dietetic Association’s (ADA) National Nutrition Month . Here’s some important information from ADA on adding more folate to your diet. We all could benefit from getting
tablespoon balsamic vinegar, 1 teaspoon honey and 1/2 to 1 teaadequate folate and it’s especially important for anyone that is pregnant or might become pregnant.
spoon coarsely ground black pepper. Serve immediately, or cover
What is folate?
and refrigerate up to 2 days. Makes about 1 cup. (AH)
Folate is one of several B vitamins found in foods. It is vital for making new, healthy body cells.
Folate-rich foods include strawberries and citrus fruits and juices; leafy green vegetables such as
spinach and romaine lettuce; whole-grain breads, rolls and crackers; and pinto, navy and kidney beans.
Folic acid, a man-made form of folate, is found in fortified grain foods like bread, rolls, flour,
cornmeal, rice, pasta and ready-to-eat breakfast cereals.
Folate for health
Studies have shown that folate is critical to maintaining good health. A form of anemia can result
from not getting enough folate. Lack of folate affects the development of new red blood cells so they
cannot carry as much oxygen.
If you are a woman between the ages of 14 and 50 and it’s even slightly possible that you’ll get
pregnant, make sure you include plenty of folic acid in your eating plan. Here’s why: getting enough
folic acid before you become pregnant and in the first few weeks of pregnancy may reduce your baby’s
risk of devastating birth defects of the brain and spinal cord known as neural-tube defects. Each year
Child care center cooks and directors can learn more about
about 2,500 babies in the United States are born with neural-tube defects. The great news is that
current nutrition and food safety issues for children by attending
studies estimate that up to 70% of these serious birth defects may be prevented by eating enough
“Food, Nutrition and Food Safety Update ’99 for Child Care
folate-containing foods, as well as folic acid-fortified foods.
Centers.” This two-session workshop will be held April 21 and 28,
Easing folate into your eating plan
1-3 p.m.
It’s easy: do it the delicious way by eating folate-rich foods (check out the following list). Also,
Preregistration is required by Wednesday, April 14. Call 441since January 1998, enriched bread, cereal, pasta, flour, crackers and rice have been fortified with folic
7180 for a registration form or more information. The workshop
acid.
fee is $10. (AH)
Check your menu: you probably already eat some foods that have folate because many fruits and
vegetables are an excellent source of this powerful vitamin. Start by adding just one more serving of a
fruit or vegetable each day. Before you know it you’ll be eating “5-a-Day” for folate and you’ll be on
continued on page 15

A recipe for wellness: folate-rich
fruits & vegetables

Food, Nutrition and
Food Safety
Workshop for Child
Care Centers

Focus
on Food
Alice Henneman,

RD, LMNT,

NUFACTS

Extension Educator

Q: What are some easy guidelines for judging portion sizes
when eating out?
A: Here are some easy-to-remember examples from the
American Dietetic Association:
• A medium potato should be the size of a computer mouse.
• An average bagel should be the size of a hockey puck.
• A cup of fruit the size of a baseball.
• A cup of lettuce is four leaves.
• Three ounces of meat is the size of a cassette tape.
• Three ounces of grilled fish is the size of your checkbook.
• One ounce of cheese is the size of four dice.
• One teaspoon of peanut butter equals one dice.
• One ounce of snack foods—pretzels, etc. equals a large
handful. (AH)

YOUR
information
center...
around the
clock

NUFACTS offers information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
In the Lincoln area call 4417188; for the rest of Nebraska
call 1-800-832-5441. When
directed, enter the 3-digit number
of the message you wish to hear.

Nutrition and Food
Safety Web Site
Visit our internet web site at:
http//www.ianr.unl.edu/ianr/
lanco/family/safety.htm

FREE monthly Food
Relections e-mail
359 Start the Day with 5-A-Day newsletter.
353 The Fruit Group
356 The Vegetable Group

To be added to the mailing list,
e-mail Alice Henneman at
AHENNEMAN1@UNL.EDU

and many more...

Diabetes Study Course
Call Alice Henneman (4417180) for more information.
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Celebrating builds family unity
Celebrating together as a family
helps build unity and strengthens
the bonds among members.
Family unity and feeling part of
the family are especially important in times of stress and
trouble.
Celebrate together major
accomplishments, successes and
marker events in the lives of all
family members. Examples of
events to celebrate include:
finishing planting or harvest, the
last cow finally calved, a new
job, first driver’s license, good
grades in school, loss of the first
tooth, birthdays, anniversaries,
religious ceremonies or anything
else that is important to a family
member. It is important to
celebrate with all members of
the family, not just the children.

Celebrations don’t have to
cost a lot of money. They can be
simple little remembrances that
make someone feel special.
Setting the table with candles or
different dishes will make even
macaroni and cheese seem
special. A red plastic plate can
be designated the “You Are
Special Today” plate. Put it at
Johnny’s place when he passes a
level in swimming lessons that
he has struggled with. Or put it
at Dad’s place when he gets the
combine fixed. A special note of
encouragement can be added to
the backpack or lunch box on
days of a big test or when things
seem bleak. Even a “high five”
and smile when a teen shares
with you a test grade or other
school accomplishment is a

celebration that is appreciated by
the teen.
Make a family goal to
celebrate something every week
with simple, inexpensive
recognitions. If your family is
not accustomed to celebrating
you will have to work at it at
first, but the more you celebrate,
the more all family members
will get into it and be enriched
by the family recognizing their
accomplishments. Remember to
celebrate Mom’s accomplishments as well.
Be generous with hugs and
kisses and other signs of affection. All family members need
love and understanding more
than ever during troubled times.
(LB)

Making TV work for you
If you are concerned..
About the values that your child sees portrayed on TV
* Discuss with your child what is real and what is make-believe on TV
* Explain to your child the values you hold about sex, alcohol and drugs
* Ask your child to compare what is shown on the screen with the people, places and events he or
she knows, has read about or studies in school.
* Encourage your child to read newspapers, listen to the radio, talk to adults about their work and
meet people from different ethnic or social backgrounds.
* Begin a selective videotape library specifically for children.
* Before subscribing to cable television, be aware of the variety and types of programming seen on
it.
About the quality of children’s programs
* Look for programs that are designed for your child’s particular age group.
* Ask yourself what the main message is of a particular program.
* Talk to your child’s teacher or the children’s librarian in the public library about their recommendations of programs.
* Remember that a balanced “diet” of entertaining and informative television programs is like a
balanced diet of food–both help your child’s development.
About limiting the effects of violence
* View TV together and discuss the violence.
* Judge the amount of violence in the shows.
* Explain to your child how violence on an entertainment program is “faked.”
* Watch programs with characters that cooperate, help and care for each other.
* Read to your child rather than watch television.
About reducing the amount of TV viewing
* Work together to keep a time chart of your child’s activities
* Set a weekly viewing limit
* Rule out TV at certain times.
* Make a list of alternative activities.
* Encourage planned viewing.
* Don’t locate a television set in your child’s room
* If you watch a lot of TV, chances are your child will also
About the effects of advertising
* Talk to your child about the purpose of advertising.
* Put advertising disclaimers into words children understand.
* Teach your child a few facts about nutrition
* On shopping trips, let your child see that advertising claims are often exaggerated.
Adapted from “Making Television Work for Your Family” Pat Steffans, Extension Family Life
Specialist. (LJ)
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The April FCE leader training
program is scheduled for
Tuesday, March 23, 1 or 7 p.m.
“Don’t Let Stress Get You
Down” will be presented by
Lorene Bartos, extension
educator. Participants will
examine how stress overload
affects your body, mind and
relationships. Stress management
and strategies for reducing the
effects of stress in your life will
be discussed.
Non-FCE club leaders are
welcome to attend this training.
We ask that you call, 441-7180,
to sign up so materials can be
prepared. (LB)

IN

helps the homeless youth of our
community, we selected them.
Remember, if anyone has a
student in their midst who
qualifies for our scholarship
program, applications are due
April 1.
Also, our program of
collecting embroidery threads is
due at the March council
meeting, as well as any items for
the cultural arts contest.
And don’t forget—the earth
wellness festival needs good
volunteers March 25 and FCE
has the best.
Hope you all enjoyed some
shamrock cookies, irish stew or
whatever is your favorite St. Pat
custom.
Happy spring.

Family
Living
S

Jean Wheelock
FCE Council Chair

FCE leader
training

HOU

Jean's Journal
Happy St. Pat’s to
all.
Spring is just
around the corner
and I, for one, can
hardly wait. It’s a beautiful time
when everything starts to turn
green, trees burst forth and
flowers begin to pop up.
We had a good turnout and
great time at our last council
meeting with old and new
friends. Everyone had a good
lunch and it was decided at the
business meeting to contribute a
monetary amount to the Cedars
Home’s SOS program. We have
so many wonderful organizations in Lincoln, it’s hard to
choose. But because this group
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by Lorene Bartos, Extension Educator
To clean glass cooktops, the best cleaning instructions are
given in the cooktop use and care manual. Read and follow
those instructions.
Glass cooktop surfaces can be scratched and can discolor,
so treat them with care. Always wait until the cooktop has
cooled before cleaning it. Use a cleaner formulated for ceramic
glass or a paste of baking soda and water. Rinse and dry
thoroughly.
Do not use abrasive sponges, scouring pads or cleansers
on the surface. And, avoid cleaners that contain ammonia or
bleach as they may discolor the glass cooktop. (LB)

Is it okay to leave my
child home alone?
When to leave your child home alone is a difficult decision.
Unfortunately, in many cases, family circumstances force a choice
before parents have a chance to consider the issues.
First ask yourself, how mature is my child? Children vary
widely in their ability to follow directions, occupy themselves, cope
with unexpected situations and handle emergencies.
Second how safe is your neighborhood? Is a neighbor willing
to check on the child or be available to help with problems?
After you have determined if your child is ready to stay home
alone, set some ground rules. Discuss with your child: telephone
rules and snacks. Discuss who is allowed in the house and if they
are allowed to go outside. Review some safety rules and post
important phone numbers.
Begin building your child’s comfort in staying home alone by
being gone for short intervals, like an errand to the neighbor. You
can gradually increase the frequency and length of your absences.
(LJ)

Being responsible for
your kids
Being a parent is a hard job. You’re tired from work and have many
things to think about. But there isn’t anything else in your life as
important as your kids. No matter what else is happening, kids need
help, encouragement and love.
Responsible parents do these things:
* Know where their kids are and that where they are is a safe
place.
* Make sure they have enough to eat, and that their food is
good for them and safe to eat.
* Make time to talk to them and find out what they think and
do.
* Be sure they are to school on time.
* Provide clean clothes that are in good repair.
* Have them take baths and wash their hair.
* Make sure they are around people who don’t mistreat them.
That includes friends, relatives and others.
* Make sure they don’t get harmful things such as alcohol,
lead paint, cigarettes, knives and guns.
* Take care of them when they are sick.
* Give them a hug and tell them you love them. (LJ)

Raising responsible
kids
Today there is widespread recognition that many of our children are
not learning to act responsibly while they are young. Studies show
that many children see nothing wrong with cheating on tests. Some
see nothing wrong in taking things that don’t belong to them.
If proper attitudes and behavior are not learned early, problems
can mushroom with even worse consequences when children are
older. As crime has increased, teen-age offenders have shown less
and less feeling for their victims. But even for the youngsters who
continued on page 15
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4-H & Youth Come to the record book

workshop
123456789012345678901234567890121234567

123456789012345678901234567890121234567
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 Saturday, March 20, 9:30 a.m.
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 4-H members, leaders and parents: Do 4-H record books confuse you? Would you like to learn
123456789012345678901234567890121234567
some record book “how-to’s”? Attend this workshop and discover answers to your record book ques123456789012345678901234567890121234567
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 tions, tips to make your record books shine and how to successfully complete them.
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 This workshop is for youth who are interested in starting or are in the beginning stages of filling
123456789012345678901234567890121234567
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 out their “Building Your 4-H Record Book.” All 4-H members are encouraged to fill out this awards
123456789012345678901234567890121234567
123456789012345678901234567890121234567 book. Please contact Tracy or Deanna if you have any questions. (TK/DK)
123456789012345678901234567890121234567

4-H
Bulletin Board

April 19th leader training, 9:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. 4-H leaders who
recently attended the State Volunteer Forum will share
information, tips and ideas they learned at the forum. Topics
include food activities, horticulture ideas and many others.
See you there! (TK)
4-H camp flyers for the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center are available
at the extension office. Invite your friends to join you at
camp. (TK)
4-H leader training Monday, March 15, 9:30 a.m. or 7 p.m. All 4-H
leaders and parents are invited to attend. We will explore 4-H
activities, record books, projects and other 4-H events. Please
bring your questions, concerns and success stories. (TK)
Sunday, April 11- Teen Council meeting, 3-5 p.m. All interested
teens are invited. (TK)
Tuesday, April 6 - Llama Club Organizational Meeting, 7:00 p.m.
at the Extension Office. (DK)

Counselors needed at Eastern Nebraska
4-H Center this summer
If you are 14 years of age or older and enjoy working with youth and sharing your skills, this is a great
opportunity for you. Camps are held at the Eastern Nebraska 4-H Center during June and July. Camp
counselor applications are available at the extension office and due by April 12. A training will be held
at the 4-H Center, May 28-30, for all selected counselors. (LB)

Bucket calf workshop

4-H Speech Contest
March 21, Nebraska State Capitol
at 2 p.m.
Do you want a great way to spend a Sunday afternoon?
Attend the 4-H Public Speaking Contest. We invite you to
witness the hard work that 4-H members put into their
speeches and PSA’s. Talk to the participating 4-H members
about their experiences in the public speaking project. Next
year you could be in the program. For more information on
the 4-H speech program, call Deanna or Tracy at 441-7180.
(DK/TK)

Clover Kids leaders
and parents:

The 4-H Bucket Calf Workshop will be Thursday, March 25 at 7 p.m.
The workshop will cover:
1. How to select a calf.
2. Where to buy a calf.
3. How much to pay.
4. What facilities are needed to care for a calf.
5. Keeping a calf in good health.
6. What to feed a calf.
7. Using grooming tools.
Any 4-H or Clover Kid member interested in learning about the 4-H bucket calf
project is welcome to attend. Parents are encouraged to attend. Bring a friend to
learn more about 4-H. If you would like more information on this workshop, please
call Deanna at 441-7180, or Janice Halling at 785-5345. (DK)

You are invited to an idea share Clover Kids meeting Saturday,
March 27, 1:30 p.m. Ideas for club meetings, field trips, community service and projects will be shared. This is an opportunity for
experienced leaders, new leaders and parents to share and learn
successful tips and techniques. (TK)

Music contest
It's Turkey Time...
The time is fast approaching for all 4-H members interested
insigning up for the 4-H turkey project. The turkeys will cost
$4.25 each and you must order a minimum of 15 turkeys (total)
cost $63.75). Payment and application forms are due no later than
March 26. Turkeys will arrive on April 28. If you are interested in
participating, please pick up the application form from Ellen, or
call 441-7180.

Campus Encounters
of the Clothing Kind
What: A college campus experience for 4-H members
When: June 9-11, 1999
Where: East Campus—College
of Human Resources and Family Sciences
Age Level: 4-H members—ages 14-18
Why attend? Use the serger, sew boxer shorts, paper piece the
design for a vest, create a computer generated design and silk
screen it to a t-shirt, visit the Fabric Gallery, experience three days
on a college campus, learn about careers, colors, wardrobe planning
and much more.
Prerequisite: Must have completed Clothing Level 2
Cost: $100
To apply: Contact Tracy for an application form. Application
deadline: May 3. (TK)

Sunday, April 25 • 2 p.m.
Join the fun and enter the 4-H Music Contest!
Your club can sing and/or dance at this exciting 4-H event.
The 1999 Lancaster County Music Contest will be held Sunday, April
25, 2 p.m. at Dawes Middle School Auditorium. Stop by the office or call Tracy for a registration form and for more information. Rules can also be found in last year’s fair book. All
registration forms are due to the office by Friday, April 16. (TK)

Invitational Cat Show
Saturday, April 24, 1999
Cost: $3 per exhibitor.
Exhibitor may enter one long hair and one short hair cat.
8:30-9:30 a.m.: Check-in and vet check.
(Shot records will be checked.)
9:30 a.m.-noon: Judging of cats and showmanship.
Noon-1 p.m.: Lunch on your own.
1 p.m.: Awards presentation.
For more information, contact Julie Monroe at 421-3729. (ALH)
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ORSE BITS
Protecting land for trail riding
It’s getting harder and harder to
find places to ride. Our American lifestyle is replacing rural
areas with subdivisions, strip
malls and highways. People
interested in riding horses need
to take notice of these facts and
trends. It’s time to focus on
better land use planning. Otherwise, someday soon we may find
that we have no place to ride.
Equestrian groups around
the country are recognizing the
need to preserve land and
wildlife. There are some
guidelines to begin the task, but
there truly are no set formulas as
to how to go about land preservation. It’s a difficult and
constant task, one that requires
participation, persistence and
vision. But it is rewarding too,
as it brings citizens and communities together and protects open
spaces and trails forever.
Some of the issues concerning horse owners are loss of
farmland and open spaces to
development, and competition

between recreational users of the
same land (such as hikers and
bikers). Also, the cost of keeping
a horse is rising. As neighboring
farmland disappears, hay, straw
and feed have to be shipped in
from farther away which drives
prices up.
What should be done? The
first is to acknowledge that no
community is immune from
sprawl related problems. Then,
if you want to preserve open
spaces for equestrian pursuits in
your community, seek out those
who think as you do. Form an
association and pick a good
leader. Then think about protecting the land now available.
The best and only permanent legal method of protecting
land is to place a conservation
easement in perpetuity upon it.
This is a legal agreement in
which a property owner restricts
and specifies the amount and
type of development that can
occur. Covenants in which deed
restrictions are placed on the

property are useful tools as well,
but they have no policing agent
to oversee that the deed restrictions are adhered to.
Easiest and probably most
importantly, be vocal and
advertise your cause. Involve
other local recreational groups
such as hikers, non-motorized
bikers, hunters, Girl Scout and
Boy Scout troops and nature
enthusiasts who may have
interest in trails or open spaces.
Try to engage local historical
societies and garden clubs in the
cause. You might even try to get
a few open-minded realtors on
your side. Create power in
numbers. Get to know your
politicians and keep them
informed about your concerns.
Keep abreast of any county, state
or federal highway department
plans in your area.
Only with persistence and
awareness can we protect our
trails and be assured of future
land for riding. (EK)

Lancaster County Fair
August 4-8
State Fair Park • Lincoln
4-H Horse events begin Monday, August 2 (LB)

4-H & Youth

Fundraiser for the
new event center
Remember to mark your calendars for Saturday, April 17 and
Sunday, April 18 for the 4-H Fundraiser Horse Show to benefit the
new event center. The show will be held at the East Arena, State
Fair Park and will begin at 9 a.m. Preregistration fee is $15 for the
whole day or $3 per class. Registration begins at 8 a.m. both days.
Day of show costs are $20 for the whole day or $4 per class.
For more information, call Marti Countryman at 483-5978 or
Ellen Kraft at 441-7180. (EK)

Attention pork
exhibitors
This year, all 4-H and FFA members enrolled in the swine
project must be certified in Pork Quality Assurance. Deanna
will be putting on two certification workshops in April and
May. Please check your mailbox and next months NEBLINE for
those dates. For more information, call Deanna at 441-7180.
(DK)

Join the fun!
Snakes and salamanders and snails, oh
my! Lancaster County Pet Pals 4-H Club
highlights exciting spring events.
Members of the club will host a March Pet Show for kids
of all ages at the Lincoln Children’s Museum, Lincoln
Square Building, 121 South 13th Street. Look for pets on
Friday, March 12, 1999.
At 7 p.m. on April 26, Lancaster County Pet Pals 4-H
Club meeting will feature participants from Wesleyan
University’s Rat Race Relay. We’re hoping to learn some
tricks for training! So bring your critters and join the fun!

Achievement night highlights
The 4-H Achievement Night and
4-H: What’s it all About?
program was held February 2.
Many youth and clubs where
recognized for their outstanding
4-H work in 1998. The night
started out by 4-H members
giving demonstrations of the
various contests they participated
in, ending with an awards
ceremony.
This year, Marilyn Schepers
was named the recipient of the
Meritorious Service Award for
her many years of dedicated
service to the 4-H program.
Community service awards were
presented to Megan Bergman,
Jenny Fiala, Monica Rentschler,
Karen Clinch, Will Fox, Rachel
Rentschler, Melissa Curfman,
Vicki Green, Micki White,

Alyssa Fiala, Andrew Kabes,
Sean White, Becky Fiala,
Samantha Mussman, Ashia
Witkowski, Brenda Fiala, Amber
Ramirez and Kandra Witkovski
for there many hours of community service.
Each year, 4-H members
turn in record books to show
their accomplishments in the 4H program. This year’s county
award winners were Marta
Madsen, Becky Fiala, Brenda
Fiala and Megan Bergman.
County winners selected to
represent Lancaster County at
the district competition are
Marta Madsen, Becky Fiala,
Megan Bergman, Jenny Fiala
and JoHanna Madsen.
I Dare You awards where
presented to JoHanna Madsen

and Katie Salstrand.
The 4-H Council gave eight
scholarships. Receiving these
cash awards where Nathan
Dowding, Jeremiak Frink,
Kristin Harger, Jeremy Holthus,
JoHanna Madsen, Adam Prior,
J.R. Schepers and Jennifer
Vaughn. Kristin Harger was
presented the Havelock Business
Scholarship and Jessica Jones
was awarded the Lincoln Center
Kiwanis Scholarship.
1998 Outstanding 4-H Club
awards, sponsored by the
Lincoln Center Kiwanis, where
presented to the following clubs:
Happy Go Lucky, led by Ron
Dowding, Clover & Company,
led by Kay Clinch and the
Country Pals, led by Bonnie
Lemke. (DK)

Bake & Take Days
Bake & Take Days, sponsored by the Nebraska Wheat
Board, are scheduled for Friday and Saturday, March 26
and 27. Bake & Take Days are a time to bake an item and
take it to someone to let them know you’re thinking about
them. This “someone” could be a friend, neighbor, elderly
person or shut-in who is frequently alone. If
you want to deliver baked goods to a
nursing home resident, be sure to
check for dietary restrictions.
Stickers and pamphlets are
available at the extension office. This
is a great community service activity
for 4-H or FCE clubs or families. (LB)

Kiwanis Karnival
Karnival time is here! The Kiwanis Karnival is a free
family event sponsored by Lincoln Center Kiwanis and
the 4-H Council. It is scheduled for Saturday, April
17, 7-9 p.m. at State Fair Park in the Grandstand
Building. All 4-H families are invited to attend this fun
and free activity.
4-H clubs or families are needed to provide
carnival-type game booths for the evening. Each booth
will have an area 4' x 6' to use. Prizes are provided. If
your club or family would like to provide a booth, call
the extension office to register by March 21. More
information will be provided to those assisting with
booths.
There will be bingo for the adults and treats for
all. Plan now to attend this fun, family activity. For
more information, call Lorene at 441-7180. (LB)
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Community
Focus

Fifth-year celebration!!
Arlene Hanna
Extension Assistant
earth wellness festival co-chair

Featured speaker at
forum, April 14
The E.N. Thompson Forum on
World Issues will present a free
lecture at the Lied Center for
Performing Arts, 12th & R
Streets on Wednesday, April 14,
3:30 p.m. A cooperative project
of The Cooper Foundation and
the University of NebraskaLincoln, the E.N. Thompson
Forum is about presenting new
perspective that will expand
your world vision.

Peter Arnett
Live From the Battlefield:
From Vietnam to Baghdad to
Bosnia, April 14, 1999
Arnett is one of the world’s
leading war correspondents,
having spent over 35 years as a
journalist covering the world’s
war zones. His reporting from
the field has encompassed 17
wars including his 57-day live
coverage of the Persian Gulf
War. He distinguished himself

during the early months of 1991
as the only Western reporter
based in Iraq for the duration of
Operation Desert Storm.
Among his many accomplishments since joining CNN in
1981, Arnett won a Sigma Delta
Chi Award for his report on the
Salvadoran Army’s use of U.S.
supplied planes in the bombing
of Tenancingo, was CNN Bureau
Chief and Correspondent in
Moscow where he continued
CNN’s aggressive coverage of
development in the Soviet
Union, and served as National/
International Security Correspondent in CNN’s Washington
bureau where he reported on
broader aspects of domestic and
international policy.
Prior to joining CNN,
Arnett spent 20 years as a
correspondent for the Associated
Press. In 1962 he was assigned
to cover the Vietnam War, a
story he would stay with through
the fall of Saigon in 1975.
Arnett’s compelling firsthand
accounts of the American
involvement in Vietnam earned
him several prestigious awards,
including the Pulitzer Prize for
international reporting in 1966.
His 1994 book, “Live from the
Battlefield,” chronicles his
storied career as a war correspondent. (GB)

C

Kudos! Hurrah! On Thursday,
March 25th, earth wellness
festival is celebrating its fifth
year of educating future stewards of the earth. In these five
years, approximately 16,000
youth and their teachers have
learned about the relationships
and interdependency of land,
water, air and living resources.
Youngsters have discovered how
their actions impact our planet
and...that each person, young or
old, can make a difference!
It all began in the spring of
1994 when over 325 Lincoln
Public School teachers signed a
petition identifying the need for
a local water festival. Recognizing that water quality and the
environment were priority issues
in Lancaster County, a steering
committee representing ten
resource agencies responded to
this need — earth wellness
festival was created.
Steering Committee agencies include: City of Lincoln,
The Groundwater Foundation,

Lincoln/Lancaster County
Health Department, Lincoln
Public Schools, Lower Platte
South Natural Resources District, Southeast Community
College-Lincoln, University of
Nebraska Cooperative Extension, University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in
Lancaster County, University of
Nebraska Water Center/Environmental Programs and Ventures in
Partnerships.
earth wellness festival is an
innovative and exciting environmental education program for
fifth-graders. These youth are
provided quality experiences that
link environmental issues with
science-based curriculum, yet
youngsters have fun by exploring in an atmosphere that
promotes imagination and
discovery. Wouldn’t you like to
climb inside a whale...or touch a
snake? Maybe you’d rather make
recycled paper or listen to a
native story teller or learn about
raptors and watch them fly. You
could learn about your watershed or participate in an erosion
experiment. And what about
composting with worms? All of
these ventures are at the festival,
but there are many, many
more...about 70 of them.
Over 80 area educators,
environmentalists and government representatives teach 25minute sessions in each area of
water, land, air and living
resources, then youth gather for
a culminating session with a
featured presenter. These
presenters and around 200

volunteers donate their time to
this exceptional event each year,
while grants, organizational
agencies, businesses and other
individuals finance the festival
through cash and in-kind
services.
earth wellness festival
fosters year-round learning
through Kits for Kids. In
October, a unique pre-festival
learning kit is provided to
classrooms attending the festival.
Each kit contains curriculum,
equipment and supplies needed
to complete over 20 environmental, science-based activities
and further prepares students for
the festival. Impact games are
included in the kits so they are
left in the schools until the
middle of May.
earth wellness festival is
pleased to have received the
1995 Ventures in Partnerships
Pioneer Award for outstanding
and innovative programming for
Lincoln Public School students,
the City of Lincoln’s 1995
Honorable Mention Environmental Award and the 1997
University of Nebraska Cooperative Extension Team Programming Award.
As earth wellness festival
approaches its fifth year, public
and non-public schools in
Lancaster County continue to
attend, making the festival a
priority event for their fifthgraders. So...if you have a fifth
grade student, ask about his/her
adventure, or better yet, become
a festival volunteer and experience it for yourself!

Area men and women encouraged
to apply for LEAD fellowships

Help make sure your
children can see
to learn

organizations and elected
The Nebraska LEAD Program is organizational interests and
governmental office holders
a state-wide agricultural leader- prominent leaders. Topics
provide first hand exposure to
include interpersonal skill
ship development program.
various issues impacting our
development, communications,
Annually participants are
nation.
sociology, education, public
selected for a two-year
In the second year, the
policy issues, macro economics,
($10,000) fellowship. The
community development, natural programs curriculum builds on
program features 12 in-state
resources, cultural understanding first year topics with additional
seminars, involving spouses for
dynamics of global focus.
and leadership.
four occasions. Seminars are
International trade, foreign
Each year, 20 percent of chilMore than 6,000 three-year- hosted on 11 cooperating public
During the first year,
policy, cross cultural understanddren entering kindergarten have old children have received vision and private college and univerparticipants focus on studying
ing and geopolitics add to
a vision problem that could
assessments since the program’s sity campuses from across
local, state and national issues
affect their ability to learn. With inception, and more than 400
Nebraska. Learning occurs with which culminates into a national participants interest and practical
measure of understanding. To
vision problems affecting more
optometrists from 14 states have a wide mix of presenters represtudy and travel seminars to
capstone the second year’s study
than 70 percent of juvenile
joined the program to alert
major U.S. cities. Stimulating
senting academic professors,
is a international study and
delinquents and 60 percent of
educators and parents about the
meetings with key business,
government and corporate
individuals enrolled in adult
signs of a vision problem.
industry leaders, national
executives, entrepreneurs,
continued on page 15
literacy programs, early detecMembers of the Nebraska
tion and treatment of vision
Optometric Association are
problems can have a profound
working with the Nebraska
effect on a child’s success in
Foundation for Vision Awareness
school and, ultimately, in life.
and the Eye Care Council to
In an effort to make sure
focus on the early detection and
vision problems don’t hinder
treatment of vision problems in
children’s ability to learn, the
children.
A scholarship in the amount of $500 will be provided to an entering freshman student at the College
Eye Care Council has developed
The Eye Care Council is a
®
the SEE TO LEARN
special vision-health information of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources, UN-L. Admission and enrollment are required to
receive this award. The scholarship will be given in two payments: $250 for tuition and fees at the
Children’s Vision Program. This resource created to educate the
beginning of the first semester and the same amount on February 1st for the second semester.
innovative, three-step program
public about their vision and
Applications should provide their full name, birth date and the following information:
has received support and coopappropriate eye care. Participat1. Copy of official high school transcript and SAT or ACT score.
eration from schools, childcare
ing optometrists contribute time,
2. One reference letter from a teacher or counselor.
facilities, public health departmoney and professional advice
3. Collateral learning experiences and activities (e.g. 4-H, FFA, part-time employment, school and
ments and civic groups.
to help people see more clearly
community
activities, etc.).
®
Through SEE TO LEARN , longer.
4.
An
indication
of need (other scholarships, financial resources).
participating optometrists offer
Fore more information
5.
Career
plan.
®
free visual health assessments for about the SEE TO LEARN
Applications for the 1999-2000 academic year scholarship should be submitted by May 3, 1999
three-year-old children and alert Program or about how to
parents, grandparents and
schedule your three-year-old for to:
Dr. Glenn Froning
educators about the importance
a free vision assessment, call the
7420 Whitestone Drive
of early preventive eye care and Eye Care Council at 1-800-960Lincoln, NE 68506
the warning signs of vision
EYES. (GB)
If you need additional information, call Glenn Froning at (402) 488-6142. (GB)
problems.

Kiwanis Club Lincoln Northeast
Scholarship
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Noxious Weed Control Authority
Russell Shultz, Superintendent
Barb Frazier, Chief Inspector

Weed
Awareness

1998 Annual Report
The 1998 weed season was very
busy. The plentiful moisture
throughout the year caused
increased germination of musk
thistle. The wet weather in June
made it difficult for control of
musk thistle and leafy spurge
before they went to seed.
AWARENESS
The Lancaster County
Noxious Weed Control Program
is adequately funded as a result
of overall public support.
Therefore the key objective is to
obtain voluntary compliance by:
•Informing landowners of
the presence of noxious weeds,
•Why they need to be
controlled, and
•Options for control.
Because of an aggressive
inspection program most of the
landowners with noxious weed
infestations that do not control
their weeds on a timely basis
have been identified. Since
1988, we have identified 5681
sites with noxious weeds.
Approximately 2000 owners
need to be reminded about
timely control. These owners
are the major targets of our
information efforts.
A key to getting voluntary
compliance is obtaining and
maintaining credibility and
respect of the landowners with
noxious weeds. Some ways to
earn this respect and credibility
is by
•Obtaining compliance of
public land managers,
•Obtaining compliance by
railroads,
•Addressing habitual
violators,
•Providing immediate
response to complaints, and
•Keeping people informed
of program efforts.
LANDOWNER CONTACTS
Throughout the year 3,724
landowners having noxious weed
or overgrown weed violations
were contacted.
LETTERS
Examples of letters sent:
•158 letters sent to landowners with noxious weed infestations that may not have been

controlled the previous year,
including control information.
•9 letters sent to landowners/
managers on whose CRP land
leafy spurge infestations had
previously been located, including control information.
•3 letters sent to landowners/
managers on whose CRP land
leafy spurge infestations had
previously been located, including control information.
•29 letters sent to landowners on whose alfalfa land musk
thistle infestations had previously been located.
•105 letters sent to property
owners on whose property
within the City of Lincoln were
sent more than one violation
notice the previous year.
•65 letters sent to
Homeowners Associations as a
reminder to outline control
schedules regarding noxious
weeds and/or mowing and
property maintenance.
NOTIFICATIONS
•1,412 Noxious Weeds
Notifications
•1634 legal notices on
overgrown weeds or worthless
vegetation.
•85 legal notices published
in the Lincoln newspaper on
overgrown weeds or worthless
vegetation.
EDUCATIONAL MEETINGS AND INFORMATION
An estimated 5,000 individuals were provided information at meetings, exhibits,
handouts and enclosures.
EDUCATIONAL MEETINGS
•6 Private Applicator
Certificationmeetings
•Acreage Owner meeting
•CRP Workshop
HANDOUTS & ENCLOSURES
•26 noxious weed posters
distributed along with brochures.
•67 flyers included in the
Adopt-A-Road packets.
•230 flyers included in
packets distributed at the 5
Private Applicator Certification
meetings.
•3 packets of information
delivered to area high schools

INSPECTIONS
8,847 inspections of 4,168 sites on 20,241 acres
Weed
abatement
53%

Spring
musk
thistle
27%

Leafy
spurge
8%
Canada
thistle
1%

Fall musk
thistle
11%

with Vocational Agriculture
curriculums.
•Two handouts published
and distributed: Be Neighbor
Friendly – Keep Your Weeds
Under Control and Be Neighbor
Friendly – Control Noxious
Weeds
EXHIBITS
•Exhibit in lobby of Cooperative Extension Service
Conference Center lobby from
January to June and December.
Exhibit and handouts available to 200 sessions and 10,000
attendees.
•September 1 - 7 – Exhibit
at the Nebraska State Fair.
REPORTS
12 monthly reports were
prepared and provided to the 5
county commissioners and the 7
city of Lincoln council members
and the mayor of Lincoln. An
annual report was also prepared.
Available on homepage Http://
interlinc//InterLinc/cnty/weeds.
NEWS RELEASES
•20 articles, including a four
page Weed Awareness insert,
appeared in seven issues of the
Cooperative Extension Service
NEBline. The NEBline is
distributed to 8300 households
and offices.
•Spring and fall general
notices published in the Lincoln
newspapers and two rural
newspapers.
•NETV program produced
by Nebraska Game and Parks
Department, about purple
loosestrife and the release of
beetles for the purpose of
biological control on a site south
of Lincoln.
INTERNET HOMEPAGES
Developed 34 pages for our
Internet homepage Http://
interlinc//InterLinc/cnty/weeds.
We had 3,632 page hits in the
first 11 months of the year.
INSPECTION ACTIVITY
8,847 inspections have been
made on 4,168 sites and 20,241
acres for the year.
Spring Musk thistle
•Made 2,389 inspections on
1,156 sites on 10,884 acres.
•Found 843 infestations on
2,545 acres.
•Found no infestations on
311 sites.
•Sent 248 notices, 447
letters and 106 trace cards. &
made 98 personal contacts.
•435 landowners provided
control plans.
•680 landowners controlled
infestations.
•50 infestations controlled
by inspectors.
•17 were force controlled.
•Some thistles on 96 sites
(1%) were allowed to seed out.
Leafy Spurge
•Made 686 inspections of
394 sites on 2,989 acres.
•Found 294 infestations on
869 acres.
•Found no infestations on
100 sites.
•Sent 25 notices, 135 letters
and made 15 personal contacts.
•199 landowners provided
control plans.
•227 landowners controlled

SPRING MUSK THISTLE
2,384 inspections of 1,155 sites
None
26%

Notice
20%

Personal
8%

Card
9%

infestations.
•45 landowners allowed
some seeding
Fall Musk Thistle
•Made 997 inspections on
611 sites on 6,271 acres.
•Found 403 violations on
1,132 acres.
•Found no violations on 208
sites.
•Sent 70 notices, 200 letters,
92 trace cards and made 15
personal contacts
•95 have been controlled by
landowners.
•2 sites have been contracted.
•Inspectors controlled 29
sites.

Letter
37%

•303 sites have been deferred.
Canada Thistle
•Made 56 inspections on 33
sites on 91 acres.
•Found 25 infestations on 9
acres.
•14 have been controlled by
landowners.
Fall Leafy Spurge
•Made 214 inspections on
199 sites.
•Found 148 infestations on
135 acres.
•132 sites were controlled
by landowners.
Weed Abatement Program
continued on page 14

Control musk thistle
now
ing pastures and rangeland in
good condition is a primary
factor for musk thistle management. Favor pasture and rangeland grass growth by not overgrazing and fertilizing as
needed.
Weed and Feed
An excellent management
tool is applying herbicide with
nitrogen to cool season pastures.
Eight ounces of Tordon 22K
with the appropriate amount of
Musk Thistle is easiest to control liquid nitrogen works well in
cool weather. These applications
when it is in the seedling and
could begin March 1, if the
rosette stages and is actively
ground is not frozen.
growing. This occurs in March
Herbicide controls
and April. During this period
Tordon 22K at the rate of 6
you will find rosettes that have
over-wintered and new seedlings to 8 ounces per acre can be
applied as soon as the ground
emerging. The plant is much
more difficult to control after it thaws out, as long as the temperature is above freezing. A
starts to bolt in May.
good spray combination after the
All areas where musk thistle
have been growing the past few air temperature reaches 50
degrees is one quart of four
years should be scouted since it
pound 2,4-D LV ester and a half
drops most of its seed at these
pint of Banvel per acre or
sites and the seeds can remain
viable for eight to ten years. All Escort/Ally at .3 ounce per acre.
lands are subject to infestations, The ester formulation is effective in killing rosettes and any
including farms, city and rural
seedlings. Banvel will provide
subdivisions. All of us need to
control of later emerging
check our own property and
seedlings. If a residual herbicide
control infestations now to
such as, Banvel or Tordon 22K
prevent seed production.
is used, required follow-up
Pastures
Thistle, like the overgrazed control will be minimized.
Read and follow label
areas, with poor grass cover on
directions. Plants can also be
dams and watering areas,
combine control methods into a controlled by severing roots two
management system. Maintaincontinued on page 14
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Crop and article inspection
program

grower ships or plans to ship
Lancaster County Noxious Weed Department requires noxious
forage or mulch to these states it
Control office will provide
weed free mulch on their
may be desirable to obtain a
noxious weed inspection of a
roadside plantings.
regional certification. Inspeccrop or article upon request, a
Treatments
complaint, or when an infestaAny infested article, includ- tions are made to assure that
none of the noxious weeds for
tion of noxious weeds in a crop
ing harvested crops, capable of
all the western states are present.
or article comes to the attention disseminating noxious weeds,
The most visible infestations are of a noxious weed inspector. The needs to be treated before it is
Noxious weed acres in the
Required Certified Forage
county has been on a declining
along roads and railroads. They purpose of such inspections is to moved from the premises and
and Mulch
have less than two percent of the prevent the dissemination of
trend the past eight years. The
Federal public land managebefore it is moved from the
acres. There has been an aggres- noxious weeds by the movement location at which they initially
sole reason for this decline has
ment agencies are now requiring
sive control effort on these
been the result of the control
that any forage or mulch
of an infested crop or article
became infested.
transportation corridors resulting from said premises.
efforts of both public and
brought onto their lands be
•All harvesting equipment
in a sharp drop in the acres
private landowners. The years
certified noxious weed free.
Results:
and other infested equipment
Some state agencies are now
Crop and article inspections should have all loose materials
requiring this certification. As
will result in a crop and/or
removed by sweeping, use of
private landowners learn about
article being:
forced air or forced water, or
1. certified as noxious weed other methods, as recommended the threat of the spread of
noxious weeds, they are insisting
free; or
by the manufacturer.
on the weed-free certification.
2. infested with noxious
•Grain and seed should be
How is Forage Certified?
weeds and quarantined; or
cleaned and the screenings
An individual may request a
3. release of quarantined
properly disposed.
certification inspection from the
crop, once it has been effectively
•There are no known
weed control office. The
treated to prevent the dissemina- acceptable treatments for soil,
inspector will make an inspection of noxious weeds.
sod, nursery stock, hay, straw
tion prior to cutting or harvest.
Landowners that sell forage and other material of a similar
A “certificate of inspection”
or mulch may find it to their
nature.
form is issued to the producer if
benefit to have the noxious weed
Regional Weed Free
the field meets the requirements
free certification. Purchasers
Certification Program
of the regional standards. This
may find it desirable to purchase
A voluntary certification
infested.
1993 and 1998 did not follow
certificate will allow the moveforage or mulch that will not
program has been implemented
Over three percent of the
this trend. Moisture conditions
ment of the forage into restricted
infest their property with
in the western states. Nebraska
these two years resulted in more land area is infested with
areas in the western states. (RS)
noxious weeds. The State Roads participates in this program. If
noxious weeds. Musk thistle
noxious weeds germinating and
makes up 92 percent of the
made control more difficult. If
noxious weed infested area.
the control efforts are not
Musk thistle has been found in
maintained, the infested acres
will increase at a more rapid rate almost all the sections in the
than decrease.
county. Leafy spurge does not
cover a lot of acres, but it has
All land uses have signifibeen found on over 400 sites and
cant infestations of noxious
in one out of seven sections.
weeds. Almost nine percent of
the pasture land is infested. Non- Plumeless thistle and Canada
thistle infest less than 500 acres.
ag land which includes the City
of Lincoln and rural lots, is
Diffuse knapweed has only been
The Weed Control Authority has a website on the Internet. It is a part of the County and
second in the amount of noxious found on one site. Follow-up
Lincoln InterLinc. Our address is http://interlinc.ci.lincoln.ne.us/InterLinc/cnty/weeds/
inspections of this site indicate
weed infestations. Cropland
You can find information on the noxious weeds and how to control them. It describes
infestations are found mostly in that this infestation has been
our
programs,
includes our annual plan and monthly reports. There are answers to
eradicated.
alfalfa fields and idle cropland.
frequently asked questions and you can ask questions of particular interest to you. You
also can submit a complaint concerning noxious weeds by email. Following is our index
page:
INFESTED ACRES BY LAND USE
1998
Roads
Railroad
Cropland
1%
1%
8%

Extent of noxious
weeds in the county

See us on our homepage

Non-Ag
37%

Pasture
53%

INFESTED ACRES BY WEED
1998
Canada
thistle
1%

18,768 Acres

Leafy
Spurge
5%

Plumeless
thistle
1%

Musk
thistle
93%
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Noxious weed quiz

Weed
Awareness

Can you identify the state’s noxious weeds?
(a) Spotted knapweed (Centaurea maculosa Lam.)
(b) Plumeless thistle (Carduus acanthoides L.)
(c) Musk thistle (Carduus nutans L.)
(d) Leafy spurge (Euphorbia esula L.)
(e) Diffuse knapweed (Centaurea diffusa Lam.)
(f) Canada thistle (Cirsium arvense L. Scop.)
1. What is this weed? ( )

4. What is this weed? ( )

2. What is this weed? ( )

5. What is this weed? ( )

3. What is this weed? ( )

6. What is this weed? ( )

How you rated:
0 correct answers–Lack of awareness
1-2 correct answers–Some awareness
3-4 correct answers–Very aware
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5-6 correct answers–Full fledged weed warrior
7 correct answers – Exceptional

7. Can you name this weed that
is most likely to become the
next designated noxious weed?
( ) Blazing Star (Liatris spp.)
( ) Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium)
( ) Purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria)
( ) Obedient Plant (Physostegia virginiana),
( ) Spike Speedwell (Veronica spicata)

See correct answers on page 14

Roadside noxious weed
dissemination control

There are over 300 infestations
of leafy spurge along county
roadsides. These locations are
marked with signs and are being
sprayed to keep it under control.
Mowing
These areas are sprayed
about June 1 and October 1. The
leafy spurge needs to be present
and actively growing in order
for the herbicide to be effective.
We would appreciate a phone
call prior to any mowing, so that
it can be timed not to affect the
herbicide treatment.
Disturbance
Leafy spurge produces many
seeds that will remain in the
ground or on the soil surface
until conditions are right for
germination. They also have an
extensive root system, having
many growing points that will
produce new plants. New
infestations are likely to occur
when soil is moved to new
locations or if the seeds or
portions of the roots are dissemi-

nated to new sites by equipment.
Machinery or equipment
used in these marked locations,
should have all soil and vegetative matter removed by sweeping, the use of forced air or
forced water on-site prior to
movement to sites not infested.
If roadwork in these areas
requires removal of the signs,
please replace signs when the
earthwork has been completed.
Leafy spurge has a very deep
root system and seeds will
remain viable in the soil for
many years. If dirt is moved to
other sites please notify this
office so we can mark the areas
and treat with herbicide, if
needed.
Lancaster County Weed
Control Authority, 444
Cherrycreek Road, Building ‘B’,
Lincoln, NE 68528-1507,
phone: (402)441-7817 fax:
(402)441-6321, email:
rshultz@ci.lincoln.ne.us (RS)

1999 Noxious weed
inspections
What land will be inspected?
A record of noxious weed
infestations and their control
history has been maintained
since 1989. Each winter these
records are reviewed, to develop
an advance inspection list. The
presence of noxious weeds for
the two previous years and the
long term control history is used
to determine what parcels of
land will be inspected. The 259
sites that were deferred last fall,
due to the early snow storm, will
be on the advance inspection list
this spring. Inspectors will make
inspections of all sites where
they observe noxious weeds and
sites receiving noxious weed
complaints.
Notifications
Almost all landowners and
tenants control their noxious
weeds either on their own or
when they receive a friendly
formal or informal reminder.
The method of notification to
landowners of uncontrolled
noxious weed infestations is

determined by the control
history and the severity of the
infestation. Landowners and
tenants with a good control
history are notified by personal
contacts, door hanger or a
reminder letter. If only a trace
infestation is found, notification
is by a post card. If the landowner does not have a control
history, has a poor control
history, or the noxious weeds are
almost mature they are sent a
10-day official notice. This
notice requires the landowner to
provide control within 10 days
or be subject to having the
control done by the Authority
and being billed for the cost.
Reporting noxious weed
control
It is helpful if landowners
report when their noxious weed
control is complete or when
control is planned. We are then
able to time follow-up inspections or eliminate the need for
an inspection. (RS)
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Noxious weeds must
be controlled
You are required to control
noxious weeds on your
property.
The noxious weeds are: musk
thistle, plumeless thistle,
Canada thistle, leafy spurge,
diffuse knapweed and spotted
knapweed. Notice is hereby
given this 12th day of
March, 1999, pursuant to the
Noxious Weed Control Act,
section 2-955, subsection
1(a), to every person who
owns or controls land in
Lancaster County, Nebraska, that noxious weeds being or growing
on such land shall be controlled at such frequency as to prevent
establishment, provide eradication or reduce further propagation or
dissemination of such weeds.
Upon failure to observe this notice, the county weed superintendent is required to:
1. Proceed pursuant to the law and issue legal notice to the
landowner of property infested with noxious weeds giving such
landowner 15 days to control the noxious weed infestation. Conviction for noncompliance may result in a $100.00 per day fine to the
landowner with a maximum fine of $1,500; or,
2. Should more immediate control be required, proceed
pursuant to the law and have the weeds controlled by such method
as he/she finds necessary, the expense of which shall constitute a
lien and be entered as a tax against the land, and be collected as
other real estate taxes are collected, or by other means as provided
by law.
The public is also hereby notified that noxious weed seed and
propagative parts may be disseminated through the movement of
machinery and equipment, trucks, grain and seed, hay, straw,
nursery stock, fencing materials, sod, manure and soil as well as
articles of similar nature. Methods of treatment have been prescribed by the director of agriculture and may be obtained from the
county weed control authority.
By Order of the Lancaster County Weed Control Authority.
(RS)

Expanding federal effort to
combat invasive species
President Clinton signed an
executive order February 3,
1999 to coordinate a federal
strategy to address the growing
environmental and economic
threat of invasive species, plants
and animals that are not native
to ecosystems of the United
States.
Many ecologists believe the
spread of exotic species is one of
the most serious, but least
appreciated threats to
biodiversity. Invasive plants
inflict a heavy toll on American
agriculture, reducing the quality
and raising the cost of food,
feed, and fiber. Experts estimate
that invasive plants already infest
over 100 million acres. Three
million acres, an area twice the
size of Delaware, is lost to
invasive plants each year. The
total economic impact of
invasive plants on the U.S.
economy is estimated to be
about $123 billion annually.
Invasive animal species wreak
billions more in damage to crops
and rangeland.
Executive Order
The Executive Order (EO)
directs federal agencies to use

continued from page 11

Inspections
•Made 4,717 inspections on
1,973 sites on 1,416 acres.
•Found 1,672 violations on
851 acres.
•Found no violations on 302
sites.
Notifications
•Sent 1,301 notices, 353
letters and made 69 personal
contacts.
•97 notifications were
published because notice was
refused or returned.
Compliance
•1,563 have been cut by
landowners.
•191 sites have been contracted.
•100 cut by landowners
before contractor arrived.
•91 were force cut
•13 were deferred at the end
of the season.
PROGRAM
MANAGEMENT
Prepared Combined Weed
Program Plan, submitted
monthly reports to City and
County and prepared an annual
report and program recommendations. Improved effectiveness
and efficiency of program
through the use of InterLinc,
Geographic Information System
and a digital camera. The
program files are being converted from R-Base database to
the Oracle program. (RS)

Control musk thistle
now
continued from page 11

inches below the surface or spot
spraying for small infestations in
alfalfa.
Spot treatment
Spot treatment usually
requires season long follow-up
control because of the escapes
from earlier treatments. To
minimize the follow-up required, you should spray the
entire infested area instead of
just the individual plants you
see.
Start control in the fall
The most effective musk
thistle control programs begin in
the fall. Musk thistle is usually a
biennial germinating in the fall
and flowering the next year.
Scout the musk thistle infested
areas in October and control
thistle before the soil freezes.

❖❖❖
Noxious weed quiz
answers
Correct answers:
1. (f), 2. (c), 3. (d), 4.
(e), 5. (b), 6. (a),
7. Purple loosestrife. (RS)

fying international recommendations; (4) creating National
Environmental Policy Act
guidelines; (5) establishing an
impact monitoring network; (6)
developing a web-based informational network; (7) preparing
a National Invasive Species
Management Plan.
The management plan is due
within 18 months after the EO is
established and will be prepared
in consultation with various
stakeholders at the state and
local levels. The purpose of the
EO is to ensure coordination
between the federal agencies and
strengthen the ability to partner
with the states and other organizations. The management plan
will include detailed goals,
objectives and measures of
success and will identify needed
personnel and other resources.
The management plan will be
updated every two years with an
accompanying public report of
its success. The first edition of
the management plan will
review relevant existing programs and authorities, recommend needed measures and
identify legislative needs. (RS)

What’s wrong with this picture
Invasive weeds: a growing pain

❖❖❖

1998 Annual Report

their authorities to prevent the
introduction of invasive species,
to control, monitor and to
restore native species. The EO
establishes a federal interagency
Invasive Species Council, cochaired by the Secretaries of the
Interior, Agriculture and Commerce and includes State,
Treasury, Defense, Transportation and the Environmental
Protection Agency. The Council
will be directed to create an
invasive species management
plan. The Secretary of the
Interior will establish an advisory committee to provide
information and advice for
consideration by the council
including recommended plans
and actions at the local, state,
regional and ecosystem-based
levels to achieve the goals of the
management plan. The council
will act in cooperation with
states, tribes, scientific organizations, agricultural organizations,
conservation groups and other
stakeholders.
The council has seven
duties: (1) overseeing implementation of the EO; (2) supporting
field-level planning; (3) identi-

Many weeds have pretty flowers
but they are a growing pain.
They crowd out native plants,
harm animal habitats and
increase erosion.
Upsetting the balance
Native plants evolved over
millions of years to fill unique
ecological niches. What we
know as weeds today (nonnative, ecologically damaging
plants) did not exist in the
wilderness then.
These plants developed in
and are native to other countries.
Like our native plants, they are
kept in check, in their native
environment, by insects or
diseases and by competition with
other species. In order to survive
in their native ecosystems, many
plants develop characteristics
that make them especially hardy.
Early European settlers in
North America inadvertently
brought weed seeds with them,
perhaps in the hay they brought
for their animals or in the dirt
they used as ballast for their
ships, or even in their clothes or
bedding. Some activities, such as
clearing the land, opened up
niches that created places for

weeds to grow. Settlers also
purposely brought plants from
their “home country” to reseed
areas, make dye for clothing and
use as ornamental plants.
Without their natural
enemies, some non-native plants
became invasive, reducing the
diversity and quantity of native
plants. Weeds are continuing to
spread rapidly in many areas
across the country. Weeds spread
to an estimated 4,000 acres (over
six square miles) each day on
public lands in the west. But
weeds know no boundaries.
They also are spreading on
private and park lands. In fact,
no one really knows how fast or
how far they are spreading.
Looks can be deceiving
To many, invasive weeds are
simply beautiful wildflowers.
Some of them, such as purple
loosestrife or wisteria, are
favored by gardeners for their
beauty and hardiness. But when
allowed to escape into wildlands,
they cause serious ecological and
economic damage to many areas.
Weeds take over important
habitat areas for wildlife,
devastating shelter and forage
while reducing the diversity and
quantity of native plants. When
weeds do not hold and protect
the soil the way native plants do,
erosion increases causing
sediment in streams, which hurt
fish populations and water
quality.
Weeds are often less resistant to wildfire than are native
plants. Weeds also reduce land
values, causing damaging
economic impacts to local
communities. For example,
weeds have a profound effect on
ranching and agricultural
operations because they can
reduce production of forage and

crops.
Weeds are often thorny and
scratchy, and grow in dense
patches, which makes hiking or
other recreational activities
difficult, if not impossible.
Weeds increase the cost of
maintaining recreational facilities. Leafy spurge alone costs
North Dakota an estimated $87
million a year. Weeds are a
problem from coast to coast,
ranging from invasions such as
kudzu, an aggressive Asian vine,
in the southeast, to knapweed, a
tough, rapidly invading competitor, in the northwest.
Controlling weeds
Controlling weeds poses a
special dilemma because, once a
weed infestation is identified, it
is often already so large that
containment is difficult and
expensive. Biological control
(using organisms such as
introduced insects or diseases to
suppress populations) is effective
in slowing the spread of weeds
but generally cannot eradicate
the infestation. Manually pulling
weeds or using machines to dig
them up is effective with smaller
infestations if done carefully to
avoid spreading seeds. Herbicides can be effective in controlling weeds and stopping their
spread especially when infestations are detected early. Land
managers generally take an
integrated approach, using a
combination of these methods.
A special emphasis is placed
on early detection of infestations
and prevention of new infestations. Educated citizens who can
report these new, small infestations will make a major difference in the national effort to
control the spread of invasive
weeds. (RS)
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Accessing extension information
continued from page 1

tion.
For example: If one were
interested in finding information
on exotic or specialty animal
production, one would go to the
livestock section of the production ag pages and click on
specialty enterprises. On that
page, one would find six links to
aquiculture, three links to bison,
four links to goats, four links to
llamas, four links to rabbits, and
five links to ratites (emus and
ostriches). Some of these links
are to a publication and some are
to other databases which may
contain dozens of publications

on the subject being researched.
Lancaster County extension
staff want to make researchbased information available to
our clientele in whatever form
they find most useful and
convenient. Readers of this
newsletter already know the
level of commitment the staff
has in this regard. If you haven’t
already done so, feel free to
explore these other information
delivery systems that have been
developed to serve your needs.
(TD)

Build a nest box to
attract birds
continued from page 3

Tips to improve the
nesting of these species:
Wrens like to build
“dummy” nests before they
choose one to lay eggs in.
Provide more than one box to
improve the chances of attracting a nesting pair.
Chickadees prefer their nest
boxes set close to shrubs or
bushes. They will not tolerate
any other chickadees in the
vicinity of their nest.
Bluebirds may attempt a
second nesting and would
benefit from the chance to lay
their next clutch in a second
box.
Wood ducks prefer a nest
All America Selection winners for 1999
box near (or standing in) water.
continued from page 2
The young leave the nest within
48 hours of hatching by climbVegetables
ing up from the floor to the
Pumpkin ‘Wee-B-Little’
entrance hole and tumbling to
This true miniature orange
the ground. Horizontal sawcuts
pumpkin is a totally unique size
or a piece of hardware cloth
weighing about 8 to16 ounces. It
stapled to the inside wall
is has a round pumpkin shape,
between the floor and the
perfect for fall decorations. Easy
entrance are essential for these
to grow from seed, ‘Wee-Bspecies.
Little’ plants are a bush habit
Pumpkin 'Wee-B-Little'
Source: Nest Boxes for
spreading only six to eight feet.
Birds,
Canadian Wildlife
Expect mature pumpkins in about 120 days from sowing the seeds.
Service,
http://www.ec.gc.ca/
Squash F1 Hybrid ‘Eight Ball’
cws-scf/hww-fap/nestbox/
‘Eight Ball’ tastes great and is
nestbx.html. Another excellent
the first round summer squash
publication that gives diagrams
with dark zucchini green skin.
Improved for earliness, gardeners of do-it-yourself bird houses is
Shelves, Houses and Feeders for
can harvest round baby squash in
Birds and Mammals, North
about five to six weeks. Plants
grow three feet wide. This may be Central Regional Publication
the first squash that you can’t have 338. It is available for $4 from
the extension office. For more
too many of.
Squash F1 Hybrid 'Eight Ball'
specific information about
bluebird nesting, contact BlueTomato F1 Hybrid ‘Juliet’
birds Across Nebraska; P.O. Box
The red, one ounce
67157; Lincoln, NE 68506.
tomatoes are produced in
(BPO)
clusters like grapes on the long

❖❖❖

Miscellaneous
A recipe for wellness: folate-rich fruits &
vegetables
continued from page 6

your way! We all know how great fruits and vegetables taste. They
are good for us, too, since they provide vitamins like A and C, as
well as fiber. Here are some additional ways you can power-pack
your eating plan for folate:
· Top your favorite cereal with slices of ripe strawberries.
· Toss some fresh spinach into salads. Try the prewashed
spinach for even more convenience. Top with low-fat salad dressing.
· Stir-fry fresh asparagus, cauliflower or broccoli with garlic
and a splash of sesame oil for a flavorful side dish.
· Make a colorful fruit salad by tossing together fresh berries,
watermelon cubes, pineapple wedges and orange sections.
Here are some good sources of folate and the percent of the
“Daily Value” (Based on a Daily Value of 400 micrograms) they
provide: chickpeas, 1/2 cup, 35%; spinach, cooked, 1/2 cup, 33%;
kidney beans, 1/2 cup, 29%; orange juice, 1 cup, 27%; strawberries, 8 medium, 20%; green peas, 1/2 cup, 12%; orange, medium,
12%; broccoli, cooked, 1/2 cup, 10%; romaine lettuce, 1/2 cup,
10%.
For more information about healthy eating you can visit ADA’s
web site at: www.eatright.org. Or to listen to recorded nutrition
messages in English or Spanish call ADA’s Consumer Nutrition Hot
Line at 800-366-1655 (8 a.m. to 8 p.m., Central time, Monday
through Friday). Source: The American Dietetic Association/
National Center for Nutrition and Dietetics. (AH)

❖❖❖

Raising responsible kids
continued from page 7

will never commit a crime, it is better to learn responsibility when
they are young, rather than when they are older and they have to
change bad habits.
It is important to help children appreciate the importance of
acting responsibly in their everyday lives, make responsible choices
and stick with them even when doing so is hard and the material
rewards are few.
As parents, we can give our children the best in us by helping
them acquire habits and character traits that they can rely on in their
own lives.
Children, especially when they are young, learn best about
responsibility in concrete situations. What they do and what they
vigorous indeterminate vines.
witness have lasting effects. We are always teaching our children
The fruit shape is unusual, an
something by our words and our actions. They learn from seeing,
elongated cherry type ‘Juliet’
hearing and from overhearing. They learn from us, each other,
tomatoes have a sweet flavor.
other adults and by themselves.
The most important quality
Tomato F1 Hybrid 'Juliet'
All of us acquire habits by doing things over and over again,
of this tomato is the crack
whether in learning to play a musical instrument, to pick up after
resistance.
Wetland Factoids
ourselves, to play games and sports or to share with others. The best
Watermelon F1 Hybrid ‘New Queen’
way to encourage our children to become responsible is to act as
continued
from
page
3
‘New Queen’ is a unique, gourmet
responsibly as we can in their presence. We must genuinely try to
watermelon with bright orange, sweet flesh.
billion dollar fishing, hunting
be the sort of people we hope they will try to become. Children
The melons are icebox size, five to six
and outdoor recreation industry
need to see our own self-control, courage and honesty. They need to
pounds. Easy to grow from seed. ‘New
nationwide by providing direct
learn that we treat ourselves, as well as others, with respect and that
Queen’ is early to mature in about 75 days
spawning and rearing habitat and we always try to do our best. (LJ)
from seed. The strong vigorous vines grow
food supplies that support both
up to nine feet.
freshwater and marine fisheries.
The AAS winners are selected from many
Source: Wetlands, Undernew cultivars based on garden performance,
standing a Resource, Water
as well as production performance in the
Center/Environmental Programs, Questions about liming acid soils
greenhouse. Although, no plant offers a
Institute of Agriculture and
continued from page 4
Watermelon F1 Hybrid guarantee of success in an individual garden,
Natural Resources, UNL. (BPO)
the AAS winners have proved themselves
'New Queen'
recommendations are for the
acidity in the soil, and bring the
worthy through many different types of
amount of lime required to bring measured pH up to an acceptable
growing conditions. AAS winners should be available through local
the top seven inches of soil up to level.
garden centers and mail-order catalogs.(MJM)
a pH of 6.5. Less lime will not
6. I am in a no-till system
bring the level up as much but
where the soil is never mixed by
will prevent it from going lower mechanical means. Will lime be
for a time and may raise it some effective if it is spread on top
(depending on the amount
left there?
Area men and women encouraged to apply for Population Projections applied). An analogy would be and Soil
scientists say that lime
the decision to fill the gas tank
applied in a no-till system does
Nebraska County Population
LEAD fellowship
on the pickup which might take eventually neutralize the top
Projections to 2020 are now
continued from page 10
$15 or only to put $5 worth of
three to six inches of soil. While
available. This report contains
travel seminar to several selected ally. The deadline is June 15.
lime’s solubility is low, it is
county-level projections by age gas in the tank. Both will help
countries. Considering that many Individuals with possible interest category. The cost is $15 per
you get down the road, but you
soluble and will move into the
in LEAD are encouraged to seek copy which includes postage
of the world’s most critical
won’t go as far on $5. Rememsoil with the water over time.
problems tie directly to agricul- applications early and complete
ber also, operators charge by the Also earthworms and other
and handling. Contact BBR to
applications before the busy
ture—the international seminar
acre to spread the lime. If, for
forces tend to mix the soil.
order. (GB)
spring time of the year. Applicasignificantly heightens global
example, one applies one-third
Would the lime work quicker if
E-mail: cboyd1@unl.edu
understanding and perspectives. tions and additional information
of the recommended amount but it were incorporated ? The
Fax: (402) 472-3878
can be obtained by writing the
Applicants, both men and
then must do so three times as
answer is definitely yes.
Mail: Bureau of Business
Nebraska LEAD Program, 318
women, should be between the
often, it will cost more than if it
References:
Research
Biochemistry Hall, East Campreferred ages of 25-45 and
were applied in one operation.
Liming Acid Soils - Kansas
114 CBA
pus; University of Nebraska;
involved in production agriculBasically, there is no way
State University MF-1065.
University of NebraskaLincoln, NE 68583-0763. (GB)
ture, agribusiness or a closely
around the laws of chemistry. It
Estimating Ag Lime Quality
Lincoln
related business. Up to 30
takes a given amount of lime to - NebGuide G84-714.
Lincoln, NE 68588-0406
fellowships are awarded annuneutralize the active and reserve
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Feedback
In order to best serve our subscribers, this form will appear in
every issue of THE NEBLINE. You can use this form to:
1. Change your address or order a subscription (please print)
2. Submit general comments and/or story ideas
Name _______________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________
City _________________________

Zip _________________

❏ Order subscription (free—however, there is an annual
$5 mailing and handling fee for zip codes other than
683—, 684—, 685—, 68003, 68017, and 68065)
❏ Change of Address
Comments ____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Story Idea(s) __________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
Return to:
University of Nebraska
Cooperative Extension in Lancaster County
444 Cherrycreek Road, Lincoln, Nebraska 68528-1507

Extension Calendar
All programs and events will be held at the Lancaster Extension Education Center unless otherwise noted.

March 14
4-H Ambassador Meeting ..................................................................................1:45 p.m.
4-H Teen Council Meeting.................................................................................. 3-5 p.m.
March 15
4-H Leader Training ...........................................................................9:30 a.m. or 7 p.m.
March 16
Star City Rabbit Raisers 4-H Club Meeting ............................................................7 p.m.
March 18
Fair Board Meeting ............................................................................................7:30 p.m.
March 20
4-H Record/Awards Books Workshop ...............................................................9:30 a.m.
March 21
4-H Speech Contest—State Capitol ...................................................................1:30 p.m.
March 22
FCE Council Meeting .............................................................................................1 p.m.
March 23
FCE Leader Training “Don’t Let Stress Get You Down” ............................... 1 or 7 p.m.
March 25
earth wellness festival—Southeast Community College, Lincoln ...............9 a.m.-4 p.m.
March 30
Be A Better Gardener Preregistration Deadline
April 1
Market Beef I.D.’s for State Fair, Ak-Sar-Ben and American Royal Due
April 6
4-H Council Meeting ..............................................................................................7 p.m.
April 8
4-H Rabbit VIPS Meeting .......................................................................................7 p.m.
April 9
Character Counts! Workshop for 9-12 Year Olds ....................................8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
April 11
4-H Ambassador Meeting ..................................................................................1:45 p.m.
4-H Teen Council Meeting ..................................................................................3-5 p.m.
April 12
CWF Meeting .........................................................................................................7 p.m.
Lancaster County 4-H Shooting Sports Club Meeting ........................................7-9 p.m.
Extension Board Meeting ..................................................................................7:30 p.m.
April 14
4-H Horse VIPS Meeting ........................................................................................7 p.m.

What makes the water
cycle polluted?
continued from page 3

Lancaster County Extension
welcomes new employee

on her parent's basement walls),
going on nature hikes and
phosphate-free, then use less
collecting stuff (junk, rocks,
than the label says.
insects, shells, whatever).
2. Buy toilet and tissue
Mary received a B.F.A.
paper that hasn’t been bleached
from
Kearney State College and
white with chlorine or dyed a
has
taken
many classes and
fancy color. The bleached paper
workshops
on both fine and
decomposes but the chlorine and
graphic
art.
She has also taught
dyes stay in the water.
many
art
workshops
and was a
3. When you’re about to
Graphic Art Instructor.
pour something down the drain,
Over the years Mary has
Mary Kolar
ask yourself if you’d want to
drink the water mixed with these Publication & Resource Assistant acquired many interests and
experiences (too numerous to
chemicals. Chances are–you
mention!) but a few things have
Mary
is
originally
from
the
wouldn’t.
remained the same-she still
small
rural
community
of
4. Do your part to clean up
draws and paints, collects stuff
Lynch,
Nebraska
in
Boyd
the air–use your bike or the bus.
and is a nature nut! Because of
County.
Her
parents,
Charles
and
5. Recycle bottles, cans,
Mary's varied interests, she says
Anna Kolar still live in Lynch.
glass, paper, cardboard, mixed
her job at the extension office is
She has always had an avid
paper and plastic.
fun and a real learning process!
interest in creating art and in
Thank you for doing your
(By the way she doesn't draw on
nature.
part to keep our water clean and
her parent's basement walls
As
a
child
Mary
was
always
safe to drink! (ALH)
drawing or painting (sometimes anymore!)
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Lincoln composting operations a success
Grass clippings and leaves
account for about one third of
the residential waste stream
during the growing season.
When the State of Nebraska was
developing strategies to promote
waste reduction and recycling,
this waste stream was targeted. It
is a waste stream that can be
separated from other wastes
relatively easy and the approach
to make beneficial uses from it
are relatively inexpensive when
compared to other recycling
options.
When the Nebraska State
Legislature passed the Integrated
Solid Waste Management Act in
1992 one of the key components
was to prohibit the disposal of
grass clippings and leaves in
sanitary landfills during the
growing season, from April 1 to
November 30 of each year.
During this time, the State can
fine any City or County up to

$5,000 per
day for
dumping grass
clippings and
leaves in
landfills.
Based on
this legislation
the City
developed the
16 acre yard
waste compost
facility next
to the Bluff
Road Sanitary
landfill. This
site receives
over 20,000 tons of grass, leaves
and brush each year. This is
equivalent to about 2,000
garbage trucks during an eight
month period.
Grass is mixed with leaves
and wood chips to form windrows roughly 6 feet high and 12
feet wide. It takes about 9-12

months to complete the
composting process. The
material is screened to remove
any debris and wood chips and
placed in a curing pile for
another three months.
For fiscal year 1997-1998
the City estimates that the
annualized capital and operating

cost to process
20,744 tons of
grass, leaves
and brush was
$16.69 per ton.
The annualized
capital cost for
the compost
facility and
equipment
represents $8.88
per ton while
the annual
operating cost
per ton is $7.81
per ton. The
total cost per
ton is roughly equivalent to the
landfill disposal costs of $16 per
ton.
Since the program began in
October, 1992 the City has
composted close to 85,000 tons
of grass and leaves and wood
chipped 132,700 tons of tree
debris. The amount of tree

debris includes tree debris that
was wood chipped from the
1993 and 1997 storms as well as
the material diverted from the
landfill by the Parks and Recreation Department. For an
average year the compost facility
grinds about 6,000 tons of brush
and tree debris.
The diversion of grass
leaves and brush to the
composting program for six
years, has added 1.3 years to the
life of the sanitary landfill. If
the amount of material is
diverted over the remaining life
of the landfill, another 5.5 years
will be added to the landfills’
life. Recycling coordinator,
Gene Hanlon, classifies the
program a success because it is
cost effective, saves landfill
space and produces a beneficial
use for the waste material. (DJ)

sponge”.
3. Air: The bacteria and
fungus that help decompose the
green and brown waste need air
to survive. Therefore, compost
piles should be turned once
every week to two weeks. If you
do not turn your pile regularly,
it will lack oxygen, may become
anaerobic and begin to emit
odors that are, generally speaking, not associated with fine
cooking.
4. Size: The ideal size for a
home composting pile is four
square feet. This size allows the
pile to heat up, speeding up the
decomposition process. Hot
compost piles can produce
compost in about two months
while cool compost piles can

take more than three months.
How will you know when
the compost is done? Finished
compost is uniform dark brown
material that has an earthy
aroma. Once the material in
your compost bin has reached
this state, the few larger chunks
of wood or other material that
remain can be added to a new
pile to begin the decomposition
process again.
These backyard composting
principles can also be applied at
apartments and businesses.
However, because space is
frequently a problem, you can
compost using a smaller pile or
you can compost using a worm
bin. (DJ)

A Recipe for Good Compost
People don’t have to send their
yard waste to the city’s compost
operation. They can set up their
own compost system in their
backyard.
Composting is a means of
using natural decomposing
processes to turn kitchen and
yard waste into a nutrient rich
soil amendment for your yard or
garden. It can be fun and
rewarding to return organic
matter to the land by creating
soil. And, to top it off,
composting helps Lincoln to
reduce the amount of “garbage”
that needs to be processed in the
landfill.
Look upon composting as a
way of recycling organic matter.
It stimulates natural cycles of

decomposition and is an ecologically sensible way to use organic
wastes. From the view of local
governments, composting is a
waste prevention strategy
because the material never enters
the waste stream. Whether
trimmings from the bushes
lining the house or scraps from
the dinner plate, composting
offers a convenient solution to
particularly troublesome wastes.
If you have some yard
space, about four square feet,
and a little time, you can
compost. Composting can be
practiced using a home made or
manufactured bin, or an open
pile. Here are four key recipe
tips to make sure your compost
ends up being a winner.

1. Green-brown mix: Wet or
“green” materials such as fresh
grass clippings and food wastes
tend to be high in nitrogen. Dry
or “brown”materials such as
leaves and dried yard waste are
high in carbon. Both of these
materials are needed, in approximately an equal mix. Remember,
these materials should be
crumbled, shredded or chopped
to less than 4 inches in length to
achieve good compost. Avoid
putting meat and dairy products
into the pile.
2. Moisture content: The
compost pile should be kept
damp, but not soggy. It should
receive an occasional watering
both on top and inside and be
kept “moist as a wrung out

Building the Compost Pile

Collect organic material.

Blend moist and dry material.

Dampen all organic material.

Turn or aerate the pile periodically.
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Uses for Yard Waste Compost
Compost is a humus-like
material made from the decomposition of plant and other
organic material. The compost is
high in organic matter and other
nutrients such as phosphorus and
potassium.
If you are looking for ways
to improve your lawn, consider
using compost as a soil amendment. In Lancaster County clay
soils, compost improves structures, reduces surface crusting
and compaction, and increases
drainage and fertility. These
improvements promote faster
turf establishment, improved
density of the grass, better
rooting and reduced fertilizer
needs.
Compost is also a good soil
amendment for gardens. Since
the stability and nutrient level of
the compost varies, it is important to blend it with the soil by
rototilling it directly into the
soil. Not incorporating the
compost into the soil can result
in poor seed germination and
poor plant performance.
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One cubic yard of compost
will cover a 324 square foot area
one inch deep. This compost
should be rototilled into three
inches of soil. The rule of thumb
is to spread compost no more
than 1/3 the depth of the
rototiller used to incorporate the
compost. Making two or more
passes with the tiller helps blend
the compost with the topsoil and
breaks up any clumps of material.
The City’s Compost is used
in all the flower gardens maintained by the Parks and Recreation Department. Lincoln
Public Schools have incorporated the compost in most of
their athletic fields. Area golf
courses have utilized compost in
their fairways, tee boxes, garden
and ruff areas. It has been used
by new homeowners before
seeding their lawn or laying sod.
A number of Landscapers have
utilized the compost in their
projects. Garden Centers and
Nurseries have blended the
City’s compost with other

potting media for their shrubs
and perennials.
The City has two types of
screened compost available for
distribution. A limited quantity
of one-half inch screened
compost is available at the 48th
Street Landfill at no charge on a
first-come, first-served basis.
The one-half inched screened
compost is also available to
larger users at a cost of $3/cubic
yard plus loading and delivery
charges. There is a minimum
order of 20 cubic yards. Onequarter inch compost is also
available to large quality users.
The cost for this material is $7/
cubic yard. Compost is also
available from area landscapers
and landscape supply companies
at a minimal cost.
If you’d like more information on uses for compost contact
the Cooperative Extension
Office at 441-7180. Information
on availability of compost can
be obtained by contacting the
Lincoln Recycling Office at
441-7043. (DJ)

Use a common-sense approach:
Just because a yard chemical is offered for sale, does not mean it is safe. Pesticides have the
potential to cause health problems for people. If you choose to use chemicals, do so in a way
that minimizes health risks.
Before Purchasing Yard Chemicals...
• Consider hiring a professional pesticide applicator who is trained in the proper
application of yard chemicals.
• Try using alternative methods of pest management (such as IPM–integrated pest
management).
• Buy the right product for the job.
• Choose the least toxic chemical.
• Buy the smallest amount necessary to do the job.
Before Using Yard Chemicals...
• Read and follow the directions on the label. The label will tell you when, where and
how to apply the chemical. Remember, the label is the law!
• Plan to spray pesticides in the early morning or evening when winds are generally
calmer to avoid drifts.
While Using Yard Chemicals...
• Apply carefully to turf or plant areas only.
• Use low pressure, large droplet sprayers and keep the spray nozzle close to the ground.
• Use spot application techniques.
• Remove toys and wading pools, cover sandboxes and take pets inside.
• Protect yourself—wear eye protection, long pants, a long-sleeved shirt, rubber gloves
and rubber boots.
After Using Yard Chemicals...
• Be a good neighbor—post your yard with “caution” flags.
• If flags are not available at local hardware stores or garden centers, alert neighbors of
your pesticide use in person or through the use of signs stating, “Caution! Pesticide
Used. Stay off for 24 hours.”
• Keep children and pets off the lawn for 24 hours.
• Bathe thoroughly.
• Thoroughly and separately wash the clothing you wore when spraying. Use hot, soapy
water.
When Storing and/or Disposing of Unused Yard Chemicals...
• Use up pesticides for their intended purpose, if possible.
• Store unused pesticides in a locked cabinet out of the reach of children.
• Do not pour pesticides or other chemicals down the drain, on the ground, in a ditch or
down a storm sewer or drain.
• Triple rinse empty pesticide containers prior to disposal. Use rinseate during normal
application.
• If the pesticide cannot be used for its labeled purpose, take the unused portion in its
original container to a Household Hazardous Waste Collection Site. (GH)

Grasscycling Offers
Simple Alternative
release valuable nutrients back
into the soil. University studies
have shown that grasscycling is
not harmful to lawns when they
are cared for properly. In fact,
grasscycling has long been a
common practice on large grass
areas such as parks, golf courses,
and sport fields – locations
where clippings collection is not
feasible.
The basics of grasscycling
are
nearly
identical to convenOne of summer’s great traditions
tional
lawn
care: Water and
has been to drag out the old
fertilize
in
moderation,
keep
lawnmower, cut the grass, and
mower
blades
sharp,
cut
when
collect bag after bag of clipthe grass is dry, and never
pings. Before you get back into
remove more than one third the
the old swing of things, stop to
length of the grass height at
think what happens to all those
bags of clippings generated from once. Because bagging is
eliminated and nutrients are
you, and your neighbor’s,
returned to the soil, both time
weekly mowing ritual?
Grass clippings make up 1/3 and money can be saved.
These benefits for you are
of Lincoln’s residential waste
matched by even bigger benefits
stream. During the growing
for society at large; precious and
season half of that is grass
clippings. With Lincoln looking costly landfill space is reserved
for other forms of garbage that
for ways to reduce waste, a
have no alternative or beneficial
simple alternative is to practice
uses.
the art of “grasscycling.”
To make your grasscycling
Unlike many other forms of
chores
even easier, specialized
waste reduction, grasscycling
“mulching” mowers are now
sometimes requires you to do
available from most major
less, rather than more, work.
manufacturers. These special
Instead of raking up all those
mowers chop clippings into
clippings and putting them in a
small pieces that can barely be
bag at the curb for pick-up,
seen and decompose quickly. For
grasscycling is the natural
existing mowers, retrofit kits are
recycling of grass. In other
often available from local
words, just leave clippings on
dealers to convert a standard
the lawn when mowing.
machine to a mulcher. If you use
Won’t that cause thatch,
the “1/3 rule” any conventional
which leads to decay and a bad
mower is appropriate for
looking lawn? NO! Grass
clippings decompose quickly and grasscycling. (DJ)

Xeriscaping as
landscaping alternative
Careful planning of landscaping
at home–or at the office–
represents a long-term investment that can have a profound
effect, not only on wastes
heading for the landfill, but on
resources such as irrigation
water. Xeriscaping can reduce
the amount of waste generated
by growing plants and can
reduce time devoted to weeding,
pruning and watering which is
necessary in maintaining a
beautiful landscape.
Perhaps the most important
decision you have to make as a
xeriscaper is what plants to
plant. Remember, the less
pruning required by plants, the
better. Trees and shrubs that are
native to Nebraska are often
drought-tolerant and slow
growing. As a general rule of
thumb, these plants will produce
less waste (and require less
water). These plants are typically deep rooted and often have
leaves specially adapted to
reduce transpiration rates.
To ensure your native plants
prosper, keep the nearby soil
free of competing plants and
mulch with composted wood
chips, pine needles or some
other recycled organic matter.
Mulching provides ideal moist
conditions for healthy microorganism and macro-organism

populations.
When xeriscaping, improve
your soil. The use of compost
elevates soil structure, texture
and aeration. It also improves
moisture regulation and provides
slow-release of nutrients that
feed plants on a constant basis.
Synthetic fertilizers cause spurts
of growth, often increasing the
need for pruning, trimming and
mowing.
To maximize waste reduction opportunities, choose plants
that fit the available space in
order to minimize pruning
needs. Always consider the
mature size of the plant before
making decisions on location.
The use of both winter and
summer perennials can give
year-round color without the
cost and waste of replacing
annual plants. Installation of
perennial ground covers that do
not require replacement every
year can be an attractive alternative to turf and result in a
reduction of green waste.
Beyond careful choosing
and proper maintenance of
plants, the design and operation
of irrigation systems can also
help reduce unnecessary excess
growth, maintenance requirements and subsequent waste. For
Continued on page 8a
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How To Manage Yard Checklist for subscribing to
Waste
special yard waste collection
Due to the disposal ban for grass
clippings and leaves, local refuse
haulers have instituted a separate
collection for grass and leaves
from April 1 through November
30. There is a separate fee for
this collection service which
varies depending on the waste
hauler. Roughly 30% of Lincoln
single family households

clippings. They can just leave
the grass on the lawn or even
place it around plantings as a
good mulch. This returns
nutrients to the soil and actually
can save in fertilizer costs. The
second option is to compost the
clippings and/or leaves. Backyard composting workshops are
offered each spring and fall by
the Lincoln Recycling Office in
cooperation with the Cooperative Extension of Lancaster
County. For more information
on these workshops call the
Cooperative Extension Office at
441-7180.

If you subscribed to the separate grass and leaf collection through your garbage hauler last year, you
will automatically be subscribed when this years’ program begins April 1. Here’s a checklist to make
sure you are prepared for the separate yard waste collection.
• Secure proper container for grass clippings and leaves. Remember, any waste container you
provide, should not be larger than 32 gallons and have a tight fitting lid. Your refuse hauler may
provide a yard waste, 90-gallon cart for a small fee. No plastic bags can be used for grass and leaves.
• Make sure that your yard waste container is clean. Any household waste contaminates the compost and causes problems at the compost facility. Haulers can be
fined up to $25 if contaminants are found in the yard waste. This
cost may be passed on to the customer.
• Bundle brush in four to five foot lengths.
• If you are new in the neighborhood or are unsure if you have
subscribed to the special yard waste collection, contact your refuse
hauler.

Frequently asked Questions
Q: What is Yard Waste?
A: Yard waste is defined as grass and leaves only. This includes crab grass
and pine needles. Yard waste must be free of any other waste, debris and
contaminates because these items seriously affect the quality of Lincoln’s
finished compost product. Other vegetative wastes may be mixed with yard
waste and sent to the City’s composting site. This includes tree, bush and
shrubbery trimmings which are less than 1 inch in diameter, and vegetative garden wastes and flower cuttings.
Q: Why is grass and leaves banned from landfill disposal?
A: The City of Lincoln bans grass and leaf disposal to save
valuable landfill space and to create a recycled product which has a
beneficial use. Over 14,000 tons of grass and leaves are diverted
from the landfill each year.
Q: When is yard waste banned from the landfill?
A: Grass and leaves cannot be disposed of in the sanitary
landfill from April 1 through November 30.
Q: Why can’t I use plastic bags for
Another option to managing
grass clippings and leaves?
yard waste is to hire a lawn
A: Yard waste is taken to the City’s
service. Hiring a lawn service
composting facility. Since plastic does not
would put the problem of
decompose, only biodegradable paper bags are
separating the material into their
accepted at this facility. There would be considerhands. Some lawn service
able expense if the City or haulers had to remove yard
companies have their own
waste from plastic bags.
mulching or composting proQ: What kind of container should I use for yard
subscribe to the separate grass
gram.
waste?
collection in the summer. This
The next option to get rid of
A: Use paper lawn bags. Many local stores will stock
percentage jumps to 60% in the yard waste is to haul it to the
biodegradable, paper lawn bags. Or you could try a 32
fall for leaf collection.
48th Street Transfer Station at
gallon refuse container with a tight fitting lid. If you have
People subscribing to the
5101 N. 48th Street. Yard waste
your waste hauler pick up your yard waste, they may
special yard waste collection
must be free of litter, garbage,
provide a 90-gallon, two wheel cart for you.
must not use plastic bags because and tree trimmings over one
Q: How can I get finished compost?
it does not decompose and it
inch in diameter. Yard waste
A: Screened compost is available for households at the
causes litter problems at the
must be removed from plastic
North 48th Street Transfer Station at no charge on a first
compost facility. Instead, people bags at the transfer station.
come first served basis. Screened compost is also available
have to use approved paper lawn
Persons are required to pay
at various landscape companies. Larger users interested in
bags available from area retaila fee at the gate of the Transfer
20 cubic yards or more of compost can obtain compost
ers, 32 gallon waste containers
Station to get rid of any waste.
by placing orders through the Lincoln Recycling Office.
with tight fitting lids or special
The fee for a pick-up load of
There is a minimum charge of $3.00 per cubic yard
yard waste carts provided by the grass clippings and leaves is $10.
plus a loading and delivery fee.
waste hauler.
The hours of the Transfer
Q: Can the City deliver compost?
People can avoid the extra
Station are 6:45 a.m. till 3:00
A: Yes. There must be a minimum order of
costs of separating their yard
p.m., Monday through Saturday
20 cubic yards. A delivery fee is assessed based
waste. The first option is that a
and till Noon on Sunday. (DJ)
on where it is to be delivered. (DJ)
resident can mulch the grass

Hints for Practicing
“Grasscycling”
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mow often and cut less than 1/3 of the grass growth when mowing.
Mow when conditions are dry and use a sharp mower blade.
Don’t let large clumps of grass clippings accumulate on the lawn.
Avoid overuse of chemicals and fertilizers.
Water your lawn less frequently, but for longer periods of time.
Mulching mowers that grind grass clippings can be used, but are not
necessary.

Grasscycling Savings
•
•
•
•
•

Saves time (no more bagging)
Saves money (less water and fertilizer are needed, no landfill fees)
Encourages a healthier lawn (clippings contain valuable nutrients)
Saves energy (mowing time, hauling to the landfill)
Saves valuable landfill space!

Mowing Heights for Common
Nebraska Turfgrass
Grass type

Mower Setting
(inches)

Mow When Grass Is:
(inches)

Kentucky Bluegrass

2

3

Perennial Ryegrass

2

3

Turf Type Tall Fescue

2½-3

3½-4

Zoysiagrass

2

3

Buffalograss

2

3
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Conservation Action
Checklist
Things you can do to help save
natural resources.
In your home...
* Recycle newspapers, cans, glass bottles, aluminum foil and motor oil.
* Investigate local recycling centers that take items your garbage hauler does not.
* Use cold water in the washer whenever possible.
* Do not use electrical appliances for things you can easily do by hand, such as opening cans.
* Store food in reusable containers instead of plastic wrap or aluminum foil.
* Do not leave water running needlessly.
* Turn off the lights, T.V. or other electrical appliances when you are out of the room.
* Install a water saving shower head.
* Take unwanted and reusable items to a charitable organization or thrift shop.
* During the winter months, turn your heat down and wear a sweater.
* Get an energy audit from your utility company.
In your yard...
* Start a compost pile.
* Put up birdfeeders, birdhouses and birdbaths.
* Pull weeds instead of using herbicides.
* Use organic fertilizers.
* Compost your leaves and grass clippings.
* Use mulch to conserve water in your garden.
* Reuse plastic pots and containers.
On vacation...
* Carry reusable cups, dishes and flatware.
* Do not pick flowers or keep wild creatures for pets, leave plants and animals where
you find them.
* Watch out for wildlife, give consideration to all living things you see crossing the road.
* When hiking, stay on the trail, do not trample fragile undergrowth.
In your car...
* Keep your car tuned up.
* Carpool if possible.
* Use public transportation whenever possible.
* Recycle your engine oil.
* Keep your tires properly inflated to save gas.
* Keep your wheels properly aligned to save your tire.
* Buy a more fuel efficient model when you are ready for a new car.
* Do not litter our roads and highways, save trash and dispose of it at a rest stop.
At your business...
* Recycle computer paper and cardboard.
* Use scrap paper for informal notes to yourself and others.
* Print or copy on both sides of the paper.
* Reuse manila envelopes and file folders.
* Use washable coffee mugs instead of throw away cups.
* Use the stairs instead of the elevator.
Spread the word...
* Convert by example, encourage your family, friends and neighbors to save resources too.
* Learn about conservation issues in your community or state.
* Volunteer your time to conservation projects.
* Teach children to respect nature and the environment.

Water Use in the Landscape
Every time you turn a faucet, an
important natural resource,
water, goes down the drain.
Unfortunately, more water than
necessary. This check list will
help you conserve water for
lawn and garden use. Try to add
these water conservation tips
into your landscape and vegetable gardens. A few simple
changes in your daily routine
can conserve this important
resource and help to avert waste.
* Mulch shrubs, perennials,
annual flowers and vegetable
plants to retain moisture in the
soil longer. Use shredded leaves,
grass clippings or chopped bark

around the plants. Mulching also
controls weeds that compete
with garden plants for water.
* Vegetables that require
more water should be grouped
together in the garden to make
maximum use of water
applications.
* Collect rain
water in a barrel or
large bucket from
down spouts. Use it to water
container plants.
* Use a drip irrigation
system in your gardens. This
method uses 25 to 50 percent
less water than hose or sprinkler
methods.

* Water the
lawn during the
morning hours.
Avoid watering
when it is windy
or during the hottest part of the
day. To avoid over watering,
keep track of the time by setting
a timer or alarm clock.
* When purchasing plants or
developing a new landscape,
select low water use plants.
By making these simple
changes, you can pull the plug
on unwise water use and help to
conserve this precious
resource.(MJM)
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Proper Landscape
Plant
Maintenance
After plants are established in the landscape, maintenance
needs can be
minimized by
following
correct maintenance procedures on a
timely basis.
Following are
some suggestions to reduce
the time and
amount of maintenance necessary in established
landscapes.
1. Practice preventive
maintenance.
Be observant of your plants.
Watch for disease and insect
outbreaks regularly. Pests are
much easier to control if they
are affecting only a few leaves
or one branch. By the time they
spread to several plants or an
entire shrub border, they will be
more difficult to control.
2. Use the right tool.
Power tools can make short
work of many maintenance
operations. However, make
certain they are the right tool
for the job. For example, weed
whips or string trimmers
quickly mow down weeds and
grass around buildings and
fences, but should be used with
caution around trees. The force
of the trimmer line can cause
injury to the bark, leading to
girdling, unless the tree is
protected from direct contact
with the trimmer.
3. Irrigate various plant
zones separately.
Some plants are better
adapted to hot, dry conditions
than others. If plants of similar
growth requirements are
grouped together in the land-

scape, they can be
watered as a group.
Use the appropriate type of
irrigation
system for the
planting.
Overhead
sprinklers or
pop-up heads
on an underground irrigation system may
be most appropriate for turf. For
shrubs and flower beds, drip
irrigation may be the most
efficient system.
4. Fertilize in moderation.
Base your fertilization
programs on soil test results.
Recycle as many nutrients as
possible on site by leaving
clippings on the lawn and
applying leaf mulch compost to
planting beds. Over-fertilization
leads to excessive growth that
needs frequent pruning. Excessive fertilization may also force
growth that will be more
susceptible to insect and disease
attack.
5. Prune when appropriate.
Take care of pruning needs
when the problem first develops.
Cut out weak, narrow crotches
on branches, crossing branches
or competing branches while
they are still small in diameter.
These problems will not correct
themselves and the pruning job
becomes more major with each
season the task is delayed. Avoid
planting trees and shrubs where
they will outgrow their designated space without frequent
pruning.
Several hours of planning
and thought before planting can
prevent maintenance headaches
for years to come. (MJM)

Using Mulches
Mulches in the home landscape not only conserve
moisture, modify soil
temperatures and
control weeds but
also may be used to
make landscapes
more attractive and
usable. Many types
of material, organic
or inorganic, may
be used as mulch.
Organic mulches may break
down in one season or less, or
persist for several seasons.
Those that persist for more than
one growing season are more
useful around permanent plants.
Inorganic mulches such as
gravel, crushed stone or some
manufactured products are not
as beneficial to plants as the
organic mulches, such as wood
chips, sawdust, bark, compost,
grass clippings or shredded
leaves.
Though not generally

considered mulches, some low
growing ground cover plants
produce many of the same
beneficial effects as mulch.
Mulches should not be considered as fertilizer. Most of them
release some nutrients as they
decompose, but the fertilizer
value is very small compared to
the physical effects.
Where mulches are needed,
use them for the mulch value
and add fertilizer as needed.
(MJM)
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Low Maintenance Trees and Shrubs
After the 1997 October snow storm, many of us were forced to remove damaged trees. The next task is to select a tree to replace
the one you lost. When replacing those unsalvageable trees, you may want to consider a low maintenance tree. These are trees that need
minimal pruning, have minor insect or disease problems, have a slower growth rate and add value to your landscape. Consider selecting
one of the trees on this list. After these trees become established, they will beautify your landscape for years to come.

Trees
Name

Mature Height (Ft.)

Crown Spread (Ft.)

Growth Rate

Mature Form

Fall Color

Ginkgo

40-60

30-40

slow

oval

yellow

Goldenrain Tree

20-25

25-30

slow

round

brown

Hackberry

50-70

30-40

slow

vase

yellow

Maple, Norway

40-50

30-40

medium

oval to round

yellow to orange

Maple, Sugar

50-70

slow

slow

oval to round

yellow to red

Maple, Amur

15-20

10-15

medium

round

scarlet

Maple, Tatarian

15-20

15-20

medium-slow

round

yellow-red

Oak, Bur

50-70

50-70

slow

oval

yellow-brown

Oak, White

50-70

30-50

slow

round

purplish

Oak, Swamp White

40-60

20-40

medium

oval

yellow brown

Oak, Shingle

50-60

50-60

medium-slow

round

yellow to red

Pine, Scotch

30-60

30-40

medium-slow

oval

Spruce, Colorado

30-60

10-20

medium-slow

pyramid

Spruce, White

40-60

10-20

medium

pyramid

Douglas-fir

40-80

12-20

medium

pyramid

Hornbeam, European

40-60

30-40

medium-slow

oval

yellow

Magnolia, Star

15-20

10-15

slow

oval to round

yellow to bronze

Smoketree, Common

10-15

10-15

medium

round

red-purple

Japanese Tree Lilac

20-25

15-25

medium

vase

green

Amur Cork Tree

20-30

15-25

medium

round

yellow-brown

American Hophornbeam

25-40

25-30

slow

oval

yellow

Amur Maackia

20-30

20-30

slow

round

green

Maple, Black

50-70

40-50

slow

round

yellow

Witchhazel, Common

15-30

20-25

medium

oval

yellow

Magnolia, Saucer

20-30

20-30

medium

round

yellow brown

Shrubs
Name

Mature Height (Ft.)

Spread (Ft.)

Growth Rate

Mature Form

Fall Color

Barberry, Japanese

4-6

3-5

medium

round

scarlet

Cinquefoil, bush

2-4

2-4

slow

round

yellow

Cotoneaster, spreading

5-6

6-8

medium

round

yellow, red

Euonymus, winged

15-20

15-20

slow

round

red

Ninebark, dwarf

3-4

3-4

medium

round

yellow

Siberian Pea Shrub

15-20

12-15

medium

oval

yellow

Viburnum, Arrowwood

8-10

10-12

medium

round

red

Viburnum, Wayfaring

10-12

10-12

medium

round

red
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Vermicompost to reduce waste

Worm composting bins are
usually wood boxes or any
container with lids used to
provide worms with a dark
and moist environment
to live and eat
vegetative food
wastes in. Worms
are “bedded”
within these boxes
in shredded and
moistened newsprint, corrugated
cardboard or other
high-cellulose
materials. Wastes are buried in
this bedding and burial spots are
rotated in an organized progression. Worms turn the food
wastes and bedding into a high
quality soil amendment suitable
for use on house plants, vegetable seedlings and flowers.

taken from
With a little
another
understanding
worm bin to
of worms’
stock the
needs,
new bin.
vermicomposting Red worm
When most
systems are
of the
simple to
contents of
maintain. Two
the bin have
or three times
become
each year a few
dark “worm
hours are spent
castings,”
preparing
the contents
bedding and
harvesting
Nightcrawler may be
harvested
compost and worms.
and used.
Worm bins are an
interesting way to compost non- The finished compost will be
greatly reduced from the
fatty kitchen wastes. In
original volume, and should
addition, they compost the
only fill one half or less of the
newsprint, cardboard or
bin. The compost may be
other wastes used as bedding. Worm bins harvested by moving it all to one
are most efficient side of the bin and adding fresh
bedding to the empty side. Once
if sized and
stocked according you begin burying food waste in
to the amount of the newly bedded side the
worms will migrate to the fresh
waste to be
handled. Surface area bedding, restocking the bin and
allowing the finished compost to
is more important than
be removed. (DJ)
depth in sizing a worm system;
For more information about
generally, one square foot of
composting with worms, send a
surface is required for every
self-addressed, business sized,
pound of food waste to be
stamped envelope to “Worms–
composted per week.
Nebfact 107”, 444 Cherrycreek
To start a vermicompost
Road, Lincoln, NE 68528-1507.
system, “Red worms” (not
(DJ)
earthworms) must be bought or
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Composting–soil
incorporation
Soil incorporation is the simplest
method for composting food
waste. A hole is dug, the food
wastes are chopped and mixed
into the soil, then covered with
at least eight inches of additional
soil. Depending on soil temperature, the number of microorganisms in the soil and the
carbon content of the wastes,
decomposition will occur in one
month to one year. Food wastes
such as meat, bones, or fatty
foods such as cheese and salad
dressing are not recommended
for soil incorporation: These
foods have the potential of
attracting rodents, dogs, cats or
flies.
Food wastes can be incorporated around the drip line of
trees or shrubs by using a post
hole digger or shovel. The tree
roots actively feed in this zone,
and will benefit most from these
added nutrients. Food wastes
may also be buried in a fallow
area of an annual garden, or a
trench may be dug and filled
with soil as food waste is added.
English gardeners practice a
form of soil incorporation
known as “pit and trench”
composting. This is a simple

three-year rotation of soil
incorporation of kitchen wastes,
growing crops and path making.
In the first season, a trench is
dug, filled with food wastes and
covered. At the same time,
another row is used to grow
crops and a third is used as a
path. In the second year, the
fertile soil of the former compost trench is used to grow
crops, the former crop row is
used as a path, and the path is
dug as a new trench. After a
third year of rotation, the cycle
starts over again. This form of
composting keeps the garden
perpetually fertile with a small
organizational effort.

natural mulch repository can be
very beneficial. The leaves of
deciduous plants, as well as the
ongoing drop of evergreen
needles, can also be used as a
mulch within this zone. Through
the work of beneficial bacteria,
fungus and earthworms, most
organic mulches will be “consumed” over the course of a few
seasons, slowly feeding the plants
while conserving moisture,
suppressing weeds, and moderating ground temperature.
Care should be given to the
timing of shrub pruning since
many shrubs set flowers on second
year growth. Also new growth in
the spring provides a shrub with a
fresh set of energy-producing
leaves. Continued removal of this

growth by excessive pruning can
lead to plant stress and ill health.
If unsure of the best pruning
time for a particular plant,
consult your nursery expert or
garden center professional.
Aesthetic life of flowers is
extended by “dead-heading,” or
picking off spent flowers from
the plant. When annuals must be
pulled, consider a donation to a
compost pile so that the plants
can be put to continued good
use, and kept out of the landfill.
For a long term, lower-waste
option, consider replacing some
annual color with a mixture of
perennials that will bloom in
succession throughout the year.
(DJ)

Trees, Shrubs, Flowers

While managing grass clippings
can be as simple as leaving them
where they fall, clearly there are
trimmings and other debris that
come from trees, shrubs and
flowers that require a bit more

attention. Basically,
the more natural
and moderate a
plant’s growth, the
less waste producing maintenance
will be required in
the long run.
Additionally, the
trimmings that are
produced can be
used on the spot, as
a mulch, to encourage the desired
plant health and
growth patterns.
The easiest way to manage
trees is by natural neglect – that
is, let a tree develop and grow in
its most natural manner possible
rather than fighting it with

loopers. Hopefully, the trees of
a landscape were selected and
planted with consideration to
location so that they could
mature without excessive
trimming. Of course, early life
shaping of a tree is important
to ensure a safe structure, but
once established all that is
usually necessary is vigilance –
watching for any injury or
disease, or unsafe branch
development.
Branches that must be
removed can be chipped or
shredded and used as a mulch
around trees and shrubs. Since
most trees and shrubs do best
with minimal disturbance
within their drip line, the
designation of this area as a

Proper Landscape Maintenance is Essential to Protecting
Water Quality
Did you know that you live in a
watershed? Don’t feel alone if
you didn’t. Most people don’t
even know what a watershed is,
much less that they live in one.
So what, exactly, is a watershed?
And why is it important?
A watershed is an area of
land from which all runoff
drains to a common outlet such
as a stream, river, lake or
wetland. Watersheds come in all
shapes and sizes and, depending
on their size, may encompass
many different land uses. Large
watersheds may encompass
farms, forests, towns and cities
while smaller watersheds may
only include the lawns and

gardens of a few homeowners.
Land use within a watershed
influences both the quantity and
quality of runoff. Generally, as
intensity of land use increases
runoff volume and velocity
increases. At the same time, the
number of potential sources and
types of pollutants increases.
Runoff carries these pollutants
directly into streams, rivers,
lakes and wetlands and can
significantly impair water
quality. Because most of this
pollution comes from many
dispersed sources throughout a
watershed, it is referred to as
nonpoint source pollution.
While agricultural land use

does have a significant impact
on water quality, the impact of
urban and industrial land uses is
even greater due to the high
density of automobiles, pets, and
high maintenance landscapes.
Urban and industrial areas also
generate more runoff because a
significant portion of the
watershed is covered by impermeable surfaces such as rooftops, sidewalks, driveways,
streets and parking lots.
The most common nonpoint
source pollutants in urban areas
are plant nutrients, especially
phosphorus. While lawn and
garden fertilizers contribute to
this problem, the primary

sources of plant nutrients in
urban watersheds are leaves and
grass clippings. When leaves and
grass clippings are swept or
washed into the street, they
eventually make their way into
the storm drains and are carried
directly into our streams and
lakes. As they decompose, they
release plant nutrients into the
aquatic environment and deplete
oxygen supplies making it
difficult for many aquatic
organisms to survive. Therefore,
proper handling and disposal of
yard waste as well as proper use
of fertilizers and pesticides is
essential to protecting water
quality in urban areas. (SCB)
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Fun Stuff To Do!!!
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It’s a rotting life down under the soil. A whole web of decomposers is
hard at work turning dead organic matter back into nutrients that help
plants grow. First come the bacteria and fungi. They grow on and
into the leaves, secreting enzymes that break them
down. Next come small soil critters such as
springtails and mites. The fungal or
bacterial coating makes these decaying
leaves more appealing than fresh ones, a bit
like toast with the addition of butter and
jam! Then larger oil critters, like earthORM
THW
worms, millipedes, and
EAR
isopods get into the act,
and they too consume these decaying plants.
Before you know it, dead matter is reduced to rich
brown
humus, and the nutrients released enter
SPRINGTAILS
growing plants, starting the cycle all over again. So
the next time you bit into a juicy apple or drink a glass of orange juice,
remember you are eating the goodness of the rotting life beneath the
soil.
If you can find an old log, grab a magnifying glass, a piece of
paper and a pencil and take a look at this piece of rotting life. Write
down everything that you see. Look for holes in the bark and maybe
you’ll find a few rotting leaves. Notice how lacy they are. These
leaves are decomposing or rotting.
Now turn the log over. Watch out! You probably will have a
scurry of critters. Try to identify them. Remember to use your
magnifying glass to observe them more closely. Do you see
anything rotting? When
you’re finished
examining the underside of
the log,
replace as it was. It’s important
to be careful. We do not
wish to
CEN
disturb nature’s recycling
process
TIP
EDE
too much. (ALH)

Materials needed:
1. 1 gallon clear plastic baggie (zip-lock type).
2. Organic matter (leaves, grass clippings, banana peels, citrus fruit
peels, apple core without seeds, coffee grounds, potato peels, ashes and
more).
3. Water (2 tablespoons/baggie)
4. Garden soil (1/2 cup/baggie)
5. Liquid fertilizer (1 teaspoon/baggie)
Procedural steps:
1. Attach masking tape to baggie and label with date.
2. Tear organic matter into small pieces.
3. Add one cup of organic matter to baggie.
4. Add 1/2 cup garden soil.
5. Add 1 teaspoon fertilizer to baggie.
6. Add 2 tablespoons water to baggie.
7. Seal baggie, then mix all materials together thoroughly.
8. Open one corner of the baggie and release all of the air, then
reseal.
9. Place baggie on a window sill, preferably one that will receive
full sun for part of the day.
10. During the first two weeks, squeeze baggie daily to distribute
the materials.
The compost (humus) should be ready to use in about two months.

1. When you
compost you can
r _ _ _ _ _ the
amount of trash you
create.
3. You can build a
c _ _ _ _ _ _ pile
with the help of an
adult. With time and
a little work you will
have rich compost.
5. Compost can be
mixed with s _ _ _ to
help plants grow!

DOWN
1. Composting is nature's way of r _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _!
2. Compost can be used as m _ _ _ _ around trees and shrubs. It helps
to protect the roots and keep the soil moist.
4. Fish and meat scraps do not belong in a compost pile. they may give
it a bad a o _ _ _ .

Garbage soup
Leftover food makes up about 8-12% of the
garbage we send to landfills. That’s
around 320 million pounds of wasted
foods every year. What can we do?
Let’s compost it!
Composting will turn practically any food into natural
fertilizer. If we compost food
scraps (except meat, which will
attract insects and animal pests to
your backyard) instead of
dumping them into the garbage,
they’ll nourish the soil as they decompose.
If you and your family have a compost pile outdoors, that’s great! But here is
another way to use
those food scraps.
1. Keep a large container – like a five-gallon plastic bucket or garbage pail
with a tight-fitting lid in the kitchen, under the sink or where ever there is room.
2. Put food scraps in the container while you’re fixing meals or any leftovers
you might have.
3. Whenever the container is full, find your food blender (Be sure there is an
adult with you.),
place scraps into it and blend.
4. Then take your “garbage soup” to the garden, dig a hole and pour it in. Be
sure to cover the hole. This keeps away bees and flies or other unwanted critters.
This is a great way to compost and recycle your leftovers.

Plant a sunflower tent!
Sunflowers need lots of sun and not much
water, so they’re fairly easy to grow and a
great plant for you to put in your garden.
Find seeds for a tall sunflower — one
that grows about 5-6 feet. Plant the seeds
in a big circle --maybe 4 foot in diameter and
about 1 foot apart. If you wish, you can plant
climbing vine seeds in between the sunflower
seeds. Be sure to leave space for a door.
When the sunflowers are full grown,
bunch the tops of the plants together and tie
them. You may have to give them some
support by staking them but now you have a
sunflower tent. You can crawl inside and
enjoy the smell of the flowers, the coolness
of the shade and enjoy a glass of your
favorite soda. It’s a great place to be alone or
you can ask a friend or member of the
family to join you! Have fun! (ALH)
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Composting questions
Q. If my lawn has been treated with herbicides, can I still use
the clippings in my compost pile?
A. Composting is an accelerated decomposition process that
will biodegrade many compounds faster than soil degradation. The
faster degradation in an active compost pile is due to the more
favorable conditions for decomposition of organic products including herbicides. If yard waste has been composted at least one year,
pesticide residues should not be a problem when the compost is
used.
Q. Are commercially available inoculants or activators necessary to have rapid decomposition in a compost pile?
A. Inoculants are dormant microorganisms. They are rarely
needed, since soil, leaves, kitchen scraps and finished compost
already contain ample bacteria that can work readily on their own.
The only “activator” that may be needed is a nitrogen source since
nitrogen is usually the limiting nutrient. Nitrogen accelerates the
decomposition process if the materials to be composted are high in
carbon, such as dried leaves.
Q. How can I avoid problems with unpleasant odors from the
compost pile?
A. Odors may arise either from the addition of excessive
amounts of wet plant materials like fruits or grass clippings, from
overwatering the pile or by not turning an actively decomposing
pile periodically. A properly prepared and adequately turned
compost heap will generate little if any objectionable odor. Good
aeration, provided by regularly turning over the materials in the
pile, is essential for good, rapid decomposition. Also, keeping the
compost damp by not waterlogged will go a long way toward
preventing unpleasant odors. Adding lime does not necessarily
reduce odors and may result in the loss of nitrogen from the pile.
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Who to contact to be yard smart.
Backyard Composting

Cooperative Extension

441-7180

Compost Availability

Recycling Office

441-8215

Disposal Lawn Chemicals

Lincoln-Lancaster County
Health Department

441-8040

Lawn Chemical Use

Cooperative Extension

441-7180

Mulching Grass Clippings

Cooperative Extension

441-7180

Water Conservation

The Water Center

472-3305

Wood Chip Availability

Recycling Office

441-8215

Yard Waste Collection

Lincoln Solid Waste
Management Association

441-8284

Complaints on Backyard

Lincoln-Lancaster County
Health Department

441-8040

NebGuide Lists/
Publications/Websites

Cooperative Extension

441-7180

Nebraska Department of Agriculture
(8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., M-F)..................471-2394
Information on certification for private and commercial pesticide applicators
Poison Control Center (24 hours)..............................................(800) 955-9119
National Pesticide Telecommunications Network
(8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., M-F)........................................................(800) 858-7378

Xeriscaping as landscaping
alternative

ANSWERS

Continued from page 2a
example, use of drip irrigation
places water next to the plant,
enhancing plant health, as well
as minimizing weed growth.
Less weed growth saves labor
costs (and time) and decreases
the amount of organic matter in
the waste stream.
Though the practice of
xeriscaping was initiated primarily because of concerns over
scarce water supplies, it is now

being viewed in the broader
context of sustainability. Beyond
the implications for waste
reduction are impacts on reducing energy use. Planting deciduous trees can reduce air conditioner needs in the summer by
providing shade to your house,
and they can reduce heating
needs in the winter by letting the
sun through. (DJ)
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Trouble-shooting your compost pile
Composting is a science based on guess work. Ideally a compost pile’s outside will be warm, moist and earthy-smelling. When its not, it means that one or
more of the six components listed at the beginning of this article are out of balance. The chart will help you correct the problem. If there is a problem
with your compost pile, don’t worry; compost will still result, but you’ll have to wait longer.
There are many books about composting; look for them at book stores, garden centers and the public library. Your county extension agent can aiso
answer your composting questions.
Chart
Symptoms

Problems

Solutions

The pile is wet and smells like rotten
eggs.

Not enough air; pile too wet.

Turn it; add coarse, dry wastes such
as straw or corn stalks.

The center is dry and contains tough,
woody wastes.

Not enough water in pile. Too much
woody material.

Turn and moisten; add fresh green
waste; chop or shred the pile.

The pile is damp and warm right in the
middle, but nowhere else.

Pile is too small, or too dry.

Collect more material and mix into a
new pile; moisten.

The pile is damp and sweet-smelling,
but will not heat up.

Lack of nitrogen. The compost may be
done, check and see!

Mix in fresh grass clippings or nitrogen
fertilizer.

The pile has an amonia odor.

Too much green material. Lack of
nitrogen.

Add high carbon material, such as
straw, wood chips or sawdust.

Pets (racoons, rats and insects) are
attracted to the pile.

Meat scraps and fatty foods are present.

Remove meat and fatty foods from
pile. Cover pile with a layer of soil.
Turn the pile to increase temperature.
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